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VOL. IV. No. iii.

Presidential Address
Delivered by the Most Rev. J. Healy, D.D., President, at a

General Meeting of the Society on the iQth of March 1906.

Ladies and Gentlemen,
It is part of the duty of the President of a Society Hke ours

to dehver an Address to its members at the earhest opportunity.
The pressure of manifold occupations has, I regret to say, com-

pelled me to defer my Address too long, for which I owe an

apology to the members of the Society.

My observations this evening must, I fear, be of a very dis-

cursive character, but that is, I may say, inevitable from the

nature of my task. On an occasion like this it behoves us to look

backwards, and note what has been accomplished, and also to

look forwards and take a survey of the work that still remains to

be done
;
and this is all the more necessary because our indefat-

igable Secretary, Miss Kedington, tells me that she finds it very
difficult sometimes to get any papers from our members, and if

we do not get papers then it will be impossible for us to bring
out our Journal regularly.

This I should look upon as a very great misfortune, because,

as any person of intelligence in matters historical and archaeo-

logical will readily admit, the numbers of our Journal hitherto

H
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pui)li»he(l contain many papers ot f»reat iin[K)rtanc(s 'ind of ondu-

rinj? utility for the history of the West of Ireland, wliich has yt^t

to be written, and whicli, if well handled, can he made quite as

interesting as any romance. No element is wanting that lends a

vivid interest to these records of the past. The story is full—all

too full—of scenes of war and bloodshed, of tragedy and treason,

of tribal feuds and family quarrels. But it also teems with ele-

ments of jx)etry and pathos and romance. Heroic deeds and

great crimes are strangely intermingled; and the warrior who

spent his life, or most of it, in deeds of blood, often founds or

endows a religious house to which he retires at the end, to put on

the habit of a monk and spend the remnant of his days in pemxnce,

prayer, and self-denial. So Rory O'Conor, the last King of Ire-

land, retired to Cong, and his greater brother, Cathal of the Red

Hand, retired to Knockmoy, which he had founded. So the

famous Red Earl of Ulster, who plied his sword for fifty years in

the bloodiest wars of Ireland, England, Scotland and France, in

the end held a Parliament in Kilkenny, during which he gave
a farewell banquet to all the great nobles of the Pahs and then

retired to the monastery of Athassil, founded by his great-grand-

father, and there died some months later in the habit of a monk,
and thus went to sleep with his sires on the peaceful banks of

the Suir.

So, too, many of the later Burkes, less known to fame, both

in Galway and Mayo, founded or endowed religious houses.

Sometimes they profaned them by the treacherous slaughter of

their own near kinsmen, and sometimes they retired to these relig-

ious houses to atone as best they could by a tardy penance for

their own terrible deeds of blood. Take the case of four brothers,

each of whom was in turn McWilliam lachtar, about the middle of

the fifteenth century. They were sons of Sir Thomas Burke, who

gave large endowments to the Abbey of Cong, and their grand-

f^ither was that Sir Edmond Albanagh who also gave nmch land

to the Abbey of Cong, and is held responsible by history for the

drowning of his cousin and namesake, the son of the Red Earl, in

Lough Mask. Well, the eldest of the four brothers, Walter of

Shruel, founded the Monastery of Annagh on the shore of I^ugh
Carra. He was ancestor of the pjarls of Mayo. His second

brother, Edmond of the Beard, ancestor to the Viscounts Mayo,
was equally renowned for martial prowess and generosity to

the Church, so that the old Chronicler of Clonmacnois—after

describing his many noble qualities
—

fervently adds,
"
May God's
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blessing bs with him." He appears to have been specially gener-
ous to the Abbey of Ballintubber, in which at a later period his

grandson was slain by his own nephew. The third brother,

Thomas Oge of Moyne, founded the beautiful monastery of Moyne
in Tirawley, on the banks of the Moy. The fourth brother,

Richard of Torlough, resigned his MacWilliamship and retired to

the Dominican Monastery of Burrishoole, which he himself had

founded, to spend the closing years of his life in prayer and pen-
ance

;
and that entry determines the question of the foundership

of Burrishoole.

I mention facts like these to show what a varied and inter-

esting record the history of these great families affords, and also

what large obligations we are under to those learned members of

this Society wbo have given us in our Journal such admirable

and authentic accounts of Cong, Kilconnell, Knockmoy and

Annaghdown. The names of Mr. Martin Blake, Mr. Hubert

Knox, Mr. Bigger, Dr. Fahey, our treasurer Mr. Lawson, Mr.

Richard Kelly, and others also whom I might enumerate, will

serve to remind you what excellent work this Society of ours has

already accomplished.
Next to the monasteries the old castles naturally claim our

attention, and here Col. Nolan has set a splendid example by his

carefully written paper
—^to a great extent the result of personal

research on the spot
—on the old castles of the barony of Clare.

In archaeology proper, such as the examination of ancient forts

and souterrains, Dr. Costello of Tuam has done some excellent

work. It is a large and fruitful field, however, in which much
work still remains to be done by close personal observation and
careful inquiry.

All the members of our Association owe a deep debt of grati-

tude to Mr. Trench for the admirable way in which he has edited

the Journal. From every point of view— paper, printing, illustra-

trations, and binding too—it reflects the highest credit on all

concerned in the work. It is only those who have had—like

myself
—to bring out books, or edit a magazine, that can really

know the amount of watchful care and labour necessary to edit

our Journal in the high style in which that work has been accom-

plished. The bound volumes are at once an ornament on the

table and a most valuable addition to the library.

And now let me proceed to the still more important point of

making some useful suggestions for the future. Mr. Falkiner, in

his very suggestive paper, has indicated the sources in which
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most of our western history must be souj^ht. The general annals

of Ireland, having been written by men who were themselves for

the most part westerns, contain much information regarding the

West. Then special treatises have been written, as you know, on

Hy Many, lar-Connaught, Galway Town, Hy-Piacnigh, Fenagh
of Moy Reine—which are of course indispensable for our purposes—not to mention the local histories of living writers like Dr.

Fahey, and O'Conor Don, which are in their own way invaluable.

But, above all, the State Papers will be found of the greatest

value, for they are contemporary documents of an official, though
confidential character, coming, too, from those who often took

very different views of the same events, and hence exhibiting lx)th

sides of various questions. All these works are dear, but may be

regarded as absolutely necessary, even to the local historian.

None of our members has made more excellent use of these

sources of our local history than Mr. H. T. Knox and Mr. Martin

Blake. No doubt all these books are not necessary for every

investigator, for much will depend on the special subject of

enquiry a man may take up, and excellent work may be accom-

plished with the aid of a very few books—by personal enquiry,
and painstaking investigation on the spot. We want for instance,

a systematic examination and description of our chief ancient

raths, moats, cahirs and cromlechs, which abound in various parts
of the country It would be most desirable to have them classi-

fied by parishes or baronies, with sketches, measurements, and

photographs, giving in every case the ancient names as exjictly as

possible, and above all the local traditions, if any, connected

with the places.

These traditions are fast dying out, and the monuments are

fast disappearing before what are called " modern improvements,"
so that in a short time those ancient memorials of the far distant

past, with the living traditions that still cling to them, will have

disappeared for ever. Who will give us a complete list of the

menhirs or monumental pillar stones still standing in the County

Galway, or in the County Mayo, which mark the graves of ancient

heroes of the old heroic times ? You have a famous one at Rath

Cruachan, another at Roscam, another at the Neale in Mayo, and

another beside the sea, north of Killala. But we want a complete
list with names, drawings, measurements and surviving traditions.

Who will give us a similar list and description of all the ancient

inscribed stones in a Barony or County? Who will give us a

fuller history and more accurate description of all the Round
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Towers within our area?—because these Towers are not only most

interesting memorials of the past in themselves, but always mark

the most important ecclesiastical buildings of their locality. Was
there one at Annaghdown ? Surely this can be ascertained for

certain, after all the recent clearances that have been effected

there. Who will give us a complete list of all the fortified cran-

nogues in the County, or make a careful examination of some one

or more of them ? It would be interesting, for instance, to know
the present state of the ancient crannogue on Lough Hackett, or

Loughrea Lake, with such an examination of the Island area as

might be obtained by a little hard work on a dry summer's da}'^ ?

Who will do for the barony of Dunkellin, or Kilmaine, or Carra,

what Colonel Nolan has done for the barony of Clare, by giving
us a complete list and accurate description of their ancient castles?

Or who will give us a full account of even a single one, so far as

is now ascertainable—its founders, its date, its famous owners,

its sieges, its overthrow, its folk-lore ? If a man were for instance

to give us such a sketch of the Hen's Castle on Lough Corrib, or

Hag's Castle on Lough Mask, or Lough Mask Castle itself, or Castle

Burke, or Castle Carra, surely he would be able after careful

enquiry on the spot to write an interesting account of any of these

venerable ruins. Who will give us a list of the blessed Wells of

Galway or of lar-Connaught, or of County Mayo, associated with

the name of St. Patrick or other saints, telling us something of

their patron days, their stations, the healing virtue attributed to

their waters, and so forth ?

Then again, Mr. Martin Blake has given us in our Journal a

very interesting sketch of the O'Flahertys of Ballinahinch, and of

their chief castle at Bunowen, but we want also a full account of

the famous Murrough Na Doe of Aghanure. We want the

romantic story of Granuaile, on which the State Papers throw so

much light, for in one of them she gives a brief account of herself,

her family, and at least some of her doings, to which I shall refer

later on.

Who will write for us a complete monograph of the Great

Burkes of the thirteenth century
—I mean William FitzAdelm,

Richard Mor, Earl Walter, the Red Earl, and his ill-starred grand-

son, Earl William ? Mr. Knox has thrown much light on their

history in our Journal, but he rather touches on the doubtful or

debated points of their family, as he did not undertake to narrate

in full the history of these remarkable men. Yet the full story
of each of them would make a most interesting article, and their
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continuous history would make a most readable lKX)klet. If they
were not all good men they were all certainly great men—the

greatest of their line.

Who will do for the Lower Burkes of Mayo, or for the Upper
Burkes of Galway, what Mr. Blake has done for his own illustri-

ous family, giving us a complete account of the various branches,

their castles, and their achievements, good and bad ? The story
of those Mayo Burkes is full of wild romance, but it has not yet
found a sympathetic chronicler. Lodge gives an excellent outline

—not always exact—but that is all. It will afford however a

skeleton map which might be fully and accurately filled in from

various other sources, not forgetting the still living traditions of

each neighbourhood.
The twelfth and thirteenth centuries are perhaps those most

interesting in our western story, and furnish ample scope for

discussion in the pages of our Journal. Have we or had we any
stone castles dating from the twelfth century ? Where and by
whom were they built ? Is there any trace of them still surviv-

ing? What bridges were built by Torlougli Mor and his sons?

Did they build any stone bridges in Connaught? If not who
built our first stone bridges and stone castles ? Where were the

principal fords and passes and toghers here in the West ? What
evidence have we of the presence of extensive woods in localities

where not a tree is now to be seen ? Who will spend a week in

Innisbottiii to give us a full account of that most interesting island

in ancient and mediaeval times? Who is St. Leo of Shark, and

how did he come to be its patron saint ? I am told there is much
folk-lore still hovering around those remotest islands of the West.

Who will fix it for us in the pages of our Journal before it van-

ishes for ever? Are there any eagles still nestling in the cliffs, or

red deer still roaming through the hills?—when did the latter dis-

appear ? Are there any flora and fauna to be found there and

nowhere else in Ireland ?

Many of our members who may not have time or opportunity
to write a long paper, could send a brief note of something they
have met in their reading or observed in their wanderings. They
could send the photo of some ancient monument, or tell the story

of some ancient name, or describe some ancient find, as Dr. Cos-

tcllo has lately done in more than one instance.

The isles of Aran are still only very imperfectly explored, yel in

them we have the greatest museum of antiquities, lx)th Pagan
and Christian, to be found in any part of Ireland. Each of the
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islands is in itself a regular treasure house, and every portion of

them all deserves the most careful and minute examination, and

will certainly repay the patient explorer. A sojourn in any of the

islands during the summer months is as pleasant as it is healthful ;

and if two or three friendly spirits agreed to spend a fortnight or

three weeks thoroughly exploring one of them, and at the same

time gathering up the folk-lore of their surroundings, they might

give us an account of their sojourn which would be of the greatest

value for future inquirers. What is wanted in all such cases is a

spirit of enthusiasm begotten of an ardent desire to make known
the history of the long forgotten past, so far as existing monuments
and traditions can reveal it. It is in itself a fascinating pursuit.

It makes the past present, and the distant near. It raises us

above the sordid pursuits of daily life, and lights up with a kind

of sunset glory the mouldering ruins of dismantled churches and

castles, yes, even the nameless barrows of the past. It is to

awaken and develop this spirit of communion with the past that

our Society has been mainly instituted.

I should also like to get a full and exact account of Sir John

Perrott's dealings with this western province, and also of Sir

Richard Bingham's ten terrible years in Connaught, for which

ample material exists in the State Papers, and the Carew manu-

scripts. It would likewise be most interesting to collect from the

same sources an account of the luckless ships of the Spanish
Armada that were cast away on the west coast of Ireland. Local

traditions in most cases point out the very rocks on wnich they
were dashed to pieces, and the beaches on which the ship-wrecked
mariners were thrown up, some few alive but most of them dead.

These and a great many similar questions afford ample materials

for discussion in the pages of our Journal.

And now, lest some of you might say that it is much easier

to ask than to answer questions, I wish to give you some really

authentic information, which I hope some of my hearers will

supplement, regarding that Western heroine to whom I have

already referred, Grania Uaile, or Grace O'Malley, as she is called

in more elegant phraseology. The two most celebrated Irish

women of original native stock of whom I have heard or read are,

beyond doubt. Queen Meave of Cruachan, and Grania, queen of

Clew Bay ;
and in some respects they were both very much alike.

They were both energetic, beautiful and brave ;
both ruled their

husbands- and each of them had more than one—both were in

their methods somewhat unscrupulous, and both within their
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respective spheres held sway to the close of more than usually

prolonged lives. Both, too, have heen heroines of fahle and

romance, so that it is very difficult to separate the real facts of

their history from the aggregation of bardic stories and uncertain

traditions that cling around their memories.

What I am going to tell you, however, about the redoubtable

Grace is certainly authentic, because the information was in the

main given by herself, in reply to a certain set of interrogatories
which she was ordered to answer in July 1593. She answered
them in the same month, and the answers, eighteen in all, have
been fortunately preserved for us in the State Papers. From her

replies we gather that she was daughter of Dubh Darra O'Malley—in the State Papers
" Doodarro

"—who was in his time Chief

of Murrisk, or the Upper, that is the Southern Owle. She does

not tell us where she was born, but we know from other sources

that the O'Malley 's chief Castle was at Belclare, and doubtless

she was born in that stronghold by the sea, which has now com-

pletely disappeared.
Her mother was Margaret O'Malley of the same country and

family, perhaps from Cahir na Mart, now called Westport, where
another branch of the family dwelt. The O'Malleys of Murrisk

also owned the islands of the coast that sStill belong to the Mayo,
Innislx)ftin, Innisturk, Clare, and the others otf that wild coast.

Her faniily had also twenty townlands in Burrislioole barony;
the Earl of Ormond, she tells us, had ten towns ; and the Burkes
of McWilliam's country had twenty.

Her first husband was Donall an Chogaidh O'Flaherty, Chief-

tain of liallynahinch, with the twenty four townlands around it,

which Teige O'Flaherty of Aghanure seized with a strong hand
after her husband's death, but he was afterwards slain in the

rebellion. She had two sons. The eldest, Owen, was married to

Katherine Burke, daughter of Edmond Burke of Castlebar, and the

second was Murogh—who is, she adds, still living. The eldest was
mixed up in the McWilliam rebellion of 1586, but at the suggestion
of Sir R. Bingham he retired with his cattle to an island apparently
near Omey, where he was treacherously taken prisoner with

his friends by the English, whom he had hospitably invited

to the island, and was afterwards slain by them in a tumult of

their own getting up. John Bingham was the prime mover in

this plot, and amongst eighteen others on that occasion he hanged

poor Tibbot O'Toole, who was then 90 years of age. Her second

son Morogh, and her grandson Donell, son of Owen, are still alive,
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she said, and enjoy part of the barony of BalUnahinch.

Her second husband was Sir Eichard Burke, the McWilham,
or chief of his nation, and by him she hath a son Theobald Burke,
" now hving," and married to a daughter of O'Conor Shgo. He

possessed forty towns in Carra, the Northern Owle, and Gallen.

She does not tell us that he was born at sea, and was therefore

called Tibbot na Lung. Tibbot was on the whole loyal to the

English, and was made a Viscount by James the First. His son,

the second Viscount, was held responsible by Cromwell's officers

for the lamentable massacre at the bridge of Shruel during the

troubles of 1641, and would undoubtedly have been hanged if he

were taken alive. Failing him they hanged his son, and confis-

cated his estates
;
and so the line of the Viscounts Mayo came to

a tragic end. That massacre of Shruel is a matter that deserves

more careful investigation than it has yet received, and further

inquiry will show, I believe, that Viscount Mayo was in no way
responsible for it.

After the death of her last husband Grania collected her fol-

lowers and her cattle—a thousand head of cows and mares—and
went to dwell at Carrigahowly in Burrishoole, which belonged to

the Earl of Ormond; but when her son was murdered in 1586 she

was invited by Sir B. Bingham to remove from her sea-girt castle

and live under his safeguard. But John Bingham, his brother,

attacked them on the way, and tied her with a rope, and robbed

her of her castle; and Sir Eichard instead of protecting her, erected
" a new gallows for her last funeral," but he released her on the

pledge or surety of the Devil's Hook, who, we know from other

sources, was her son-in-law.

Later on she joined in the rebellion provoked by Bingham's

cruelty, but escaped with her galleys to Ulster, to O'Neill and

O'Donnell, and there she stayed two months. Her galleys, how-

ever, were wrecked by a storm, and she found it necessary to

return to Connaught, from which she went to Dublin and "received

her Majesty's gracious pardon six years ago, through Sir John

Perrott, that is in 1587, and she is now free." Since that time

she lived in Connaught a farmer's life, very poor, paying cess and

also her Majesty's composition rent, and.she .gave up utterly her
" former trade of maintenance by land and sea

"—that is of lifting

all she could from her enemies.

As for Kill Castle, about which she was asked, she "knows
no town of that name." She knew the town well enough, but she

truly says there was no castle there
;
the castle was on the other
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side of the narrow fioid i uniiinf» into Streamstown Bay. It is still

called the Castle of Doon, and its ruins remain to this il;i\ . l)iit

either Grania or her husband or son, Owen, slew McCuniuy on

the other side of the water, at the Churcli of Kill, and hence it did

not suit her to know anything' of Kill.

Old as she was she still dtsiK s lu r Majesty's letter, under

her hand, for license {Jui iti^' her life to invade with fire and sword

all her Majesty's entMnics by laiul and sea. We also know that

she went to London and saw tin (^)ueen, but no
});ii

ti( uluis are

given. Crania's grave is in the old Abbey of Clare Islaml.

These facts in the lilV- of (Inmiji O'Malley, are, as we have

said, undoubtedly authentic. riitK are other alleged incidents in

her career of a more doubtful (-liaiacter. The State papers tells

us that she went to London, and no doubt she saw the Queen, for

the purpose of her visit was to petition her Majesty for a «;raii< of

lands for her maintenance, and also to ask a title for lu i sou,

which he afterwards received. The account of her interview with

the Queen is rather dubious
;
but it must have been of a highly

interesting character, if we could get the exact facts. More

dubious still is the abduction of the heir of Plowth Castle as a

punishment for the alleged inhospitality of the tamily ; but it is

just what Grania would do. There is a celel)ratecl painting in

Howth Castle which represents the abduction—a fact which goes

far to prove the authenticity of the story, l^ut it would be very

desirable if some of our members could ascertain what evidence is

forthcoming in support of it.

Grania had, it is said, no less than six strongholds around

Clew Bay and its neighbourhood. She had her ancestral castle at

l^elclare ;
she had another on Inishbottin

;
she had a strong castle

which is still to be seen on Clare Island. She tells us herself she

dwelt in Carrigahowley, now called Rockfleet, and tradition also

tells us that she had a castle commanding the mouth of Achill

sound at Kildavnet
; not content with these she seized by strata-

gem the castle of Doorni, wiiich gave her the command of Blacksod

Bay. Clare Island castle was her strongest fortress, for there she

was unassailable by any of the native chieftains ; and at Carriga-

howley she had not only a strong castle—it is there still—but also

an excellent harbour for her galleys, much the best on Clew Bay,
for it is deep, well -sheltered, with good holding ground, and easy

l)oth of ingress and egress ;
and the same caimot be said of either

Westiwrt or Newixjrt. It was on the neighbouring inlet of

Burrishoole that Queen Elizabeth proposed to found the county
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town of Mayo ; and Queen Elizabeth was riglit. It is the best

site for the purpose on the western coast
;
and the county town of

a maritime county ought to be a seaport town.

I hope some of our members will pursue this subject further,

and give us a fuller account of the redoubtable Grania than I can

do at present. But for that purpose it will be necessary to visit

all her castles, so as to gather up all the local traditions, and also

to give us photos and measurements of the buildings themselves.

Let me add in conclusion, that I earnestly hope that our learned

members will write some papers for our Journal, be they long or

shorfc, and give us their best assistance in maintaining in a flourish-

mg condition the Galway Archaeological and Historical Society,

which in a very few years has already accomplished so much
excellent work.

[At the time when this important Presidential Address was delivered, the

Journal, Vol. IV. No. ii., was not yet in the hands of members, nor did His

Grace know of the contents of it. For reference to pp. 65-72 will shew that

Mr. H. T. Knox had also been at work, with interesting results, upon the

State Papers bearing on the life of " Granuaile."

It will be further observed that the actions of Sir Richard Bingham, con-

cerning which His Grace remarks that a full account of them is desirable, are

now being dealt with by Mr. Knox, so that we are enabled in this issue to

print the first instalment of his article on the subject.

Lastly, as to " the luckless ships of the Spanish Armada that were cast

away on the west coast of Ireland," these form the subject of an admirable

paper that has appeared since this Presidential Address was delivered, a paper

which was read before the Royal Geographical Society by Mr. W. Spotswood

Green, and which appears in the INIay issue of The Oeocpaphical Journal

(Vol. XXVII. pp. 429-451). No doubt there is more work that yet remains to

be done, in connection with this subject as well as the other subjects referred

to.]
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Some Old Qalway Domestic

Utensils.

By T. B. COSTELLO, M.D.

Though the subject may not be, strictly, an antiquarian one,

inasmuch as many of the articles are still in actual use, or have

only lately passed out of use, still I think a short description of

them would be interesting, and it may be the means of obtaining
further information.

The articles I am about to describe were till within a few

years ago the conmionest objects to be seen in the cottages round
the country side, but they are already becoming unknown, as

articles of machine and foreign manufacture are rapidl}^ super-

seding them.

The great interest attached to these old articles is the fact

that they were all made of local materials, and by local workmen,
and these latter were for the most part people in whose families

the same trade existed for generations, their art being thus trans-

mitted on traditional lines.

Before the advent of railways and cheap carriage, when

people had to depend much more on local resources than now,
wood was very largely employed, and many things which are now
made of iron were then always made of wood

; even such things
as hinges, doorbolts, etc.

;
and cheap delft and tin ware have driven

out the wooden table vessels. Even the wealthy houses used
local manufacture considerably ; the glass came from Waterford
and the South of Ireland, the silver work from Dublin, and I

believe mahogany was imported to Galway in baulk and made
into furniture there.

The best known of our old vessels was the Meadar, but it is

out of use now for afc least 100 years ; it is only known by name,

though occasionally specimens are found in bogs, and one such

which was found near Oughterard was illustrated in a previous
number of this Journal. The Meadar was square at the mouth
and tapered to the bottom which was round

; the whole vessel,
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including the handles, was of one piece of wood, except the bot-

tom. I cannot find tliat the word !'ne<\T)v\i\
^^'^^ ^^2cn transferred

by Gaelic speakers here to any other vessel, as lias occurred else-

where (in Minister a churn is now called a nieadar) ; here, it is

now exactly represented by the English word *' mess."

! A vessel called a j;Alun or in English gallon was used till

lately, in milking. The handles and sides were made out of the

one piece of wood, like the meadar, hut it was cylindrical all

through ; the bottom too, was made of a separate piece ; and, to

prevent the side from splitting, it was strengthened by a band or

hoop round the edge as can be seen in the photograph. The one

from which the photo is taken is 8 inches high and 7^ inches in

diameter. The next three vessels, cUvMSin, pt^in, and lAtiK'ij;,

differ only in size, the cnaigin being the smallest and tiie lamhog
the largest. They are all made of staves kept togetiier by hoops,

having their single handles formed by a prolongation upwards
of one of the staves. The hoops are of wood, ingeniously put

together without nails by being dovetailed at their ends, with the

narrow tail made to widen, so that the more they were pressed
asunder the tighter they became. The weak point of these ves-

sels was that common to ail barrel made ones, viz., they were all

right while in use and kept wet, but when allowed to remain on

the dresser and not used, they dried, and the staves collapsed so

hopelessly that the expression
" knocked into knoggin staves

"
is

used with the same meaning as the collapse of a " house of cards."

For this reason aUo knoggins are not now to be seen anywhere,

though they were in every house, big and little, till alx)ut the year
1875. The English word '•

naggin
"

is the same as cnAigin, but

Gaelic speakers always pronounce the "c." As can be seen in

the photo, the whole of the outside is covered by one large hoop
with many interdigitations ; in the pigifi and L^rtiirtj;

three separ-

ate hoops were used.

The plentiful supply and cheap price of lighting material, by
the introduction of petroleum and cheap candles, have mad(^ a great

change. Fifty years ago, a traveller would find the cottages in

darkness, where they now see them brilliantly lit. The house

work then was mostly done by the light of the turf fire : when a

greater light was needed it was often temporarily obtained by

lighting a bit of bog deal, which was cut in strips and left ready
to hand. More than once, when I have knocked at a cabin door,

to enquire my way, it has been opened by a person holding a

torch of bog deal, so that the stranger could be better seen.
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Besides the bog wood, rush-lights were also used ;
these were

made by dipping prepared rushes into melted fat, the rush being

used as the wick
;
sometimes a strip of old cloth was so used and

it was often dipped in melted resin
; this, whether in resin or

grease, was called pAi^oeo^. The grease was melted in a cresset

called cAm (crooked) or fliogAt, (rliog, a shell ; probably at one

time a sea shell was used). A photo of one is given, standing,

with a double rushlight. The rush-lights, when lit, were not held

perpendicularly, but in a slant, and had to be moved every few

minutes, as they wore out rapidly. The rush holders were of iron

inserted mostly on a wooden stand, but often also the stand was

A " LAMHOG." DOUBLE KUSHJilGHT HOJ.DKK AiND CliESSET.

iron. The rash was held In position by tw^o pieces of iron shaped
like a pincers, one piece was carried down to the stand, and had

a pivot on which the other piece worked as a lever by its own

weight ;
the longer arm was always made into a socket, to hold a

candle if necessary and to have greater weight to press the rush.

Sometimes these holders were made double so that two candles

or rushes c:;uld be used simultaneously as shown in one photo.

A candlestick which I saw in actual use a few months ago, has

this arrangement rather reversed, the candle part is cDntinued

down as the stem, and the rush was held by a rod of iron which

pressed against the candle part.
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The simple form of chair sliown in photo is still in use in

many cottaf»es north of Tuam. The hack of the chair consists of

a single piece of wood into which the frame was mortised, and it

was also continued down to form one of the three legs, so that

very little wood was used and no iron except occasionally two

nails. A more comfortable arm chair (also illustrated) was made
of straw worked first into ro^xis with the aid of prepared briar

wood, just as beehives are still made. The ottoman-like seat

shown was made of this material coiled round and round
; it is

called fuit)ifce05.

A " SITIDHISTKOG A SINGLE
RUSHLIGHT HOLDER.

I don't suppose that any of the articles I have mentioned

are peculiar to Galway or even to Ireland, but there nmst be some

local peculiarity of form or name that is worth recording and I

hope that before it is too late many other articles will be shown

and recorded.

The photos were taken for me by Mr. Conroy, National

Teacher, I^arnaflerg, and I must thank him for all the trouble he

took. They were taken from specimens in my possession.
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Notes on the

Pictorial Map of Qalway.
[Continued from i^. 48.'\

The Index to the Map.

Translation, with Notes, by Eev. J. McEBLEAN, S.J.

[The
" Elenchus "

in the left-hand corner of the Map, and the "
Synopsis

"

in the right-hand corner, give in Latin the contents of the Map, English place-
names being sometimes added, and Irish ones, with the Irish spelt phoneti-

cally. The following is a translation of the Latin, with the spelling of the

Irish words corrected. Words within brackets are added by the translator.

In the l''oofenotes appended
" H.G." signifies Hardiman's History of

Galway, and "I.C." signifies O'Flaherty's lar-Connaught, edited by Hardi-

man. A few footnotes for M'hich the Rev. J. McErlean is not responsible are

printed in smaller type within brackets.]

ELENCHUS
by which certain note-worthy places and buildings adjoining the

city and within it, which are represented in this map, may be

quickly found.

Besides the natural lie of the land, which you see, there are

14 fortifications, forts, or ramparts, around the walls and adjoining
the same.

FORTS.

1. The outworks and trenches of the northern, middle and
southern rampart of the eastern fort.

2. The northern corner or rampart of the eastern fort.

3. The middle rampart around the old fortification of the Great

Gate.

4. The southern corner or rampart around the Shoemakers'

Tower.

NOTES ON ELENCHUS.

i-41. Fortifications built (H.G. 122), ruinous (H.G. 177) levelled

at beginning of 19th century, when several extensive stores

and timber-yards were erected and laid out on their ruins

(H.G. 192).
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5. The outworks around the Lion's Tower, and the old walls
with the trenches.

5"^ The rampart in which the Lioti's Tower is.

6. The old rampart before the Great Gate, or ObS}\\ An Sp«\pf\A.

7. The rampart or mound on the inner side of the Shoemakers'
Tower, or Ye Kampir {i.e. The Rampart).

8. The old fort near the quay, or Ce<\nn An 1)^11^.

9. The place above Martin's Mill, or tTiuiLeAnii tTl^xtvc^Mn.

Three forts upon the three gates of the bridge.
10. First. 11. Second. 12. Third.

13. The castle to defend the bridge on the inside.

14. The mound or rampart defending the bridge on the outside.

TOWERS.

There are also 14 towers on the walls.

15. The first is the Lion's Tower, or Co|\ au teorh^Mn.

16. The second, the Inserted Tower, otherwise Middle Tower.

8. Ce^nn An X)aIIa, "end of wall," where Blind Arch is now.

Mayor Dominick Linche FitzJohn founded a school at a place
on the quay, called Can-a-bhalla (H.G. 207, q.). The \x)hit
of Ceannabhalla at the quay was converted into a fortification

and furnished with great guns, and part of the adjoining
walls built, circ. 1590 (H.G. 94) ; the walls completed to the

point of Ceannabhalla on quay, before end of 1643 (H.G. 122).
9. tTluiLeAnn tTJ<\tAC«Mn : "That according to the auncient

statuts, the recourse of the runynge water, thats to say, the

little geate ditche water, all alonge that intrethe throughe
Nicholas Linche's mill, and the water that intrethe into the

gutt, all alonge to the yssuing out of the same in Martines

mill, be allwayes keapt cleane, as well within the walls as

without
"
(Bye-law A.D. 1585

;
H.G. 210).

12-14. Thomas Martin was granted (13 Sept. 1558) place of a

watermill, at the farther end of the bridge from Galway,
backwards from it on the side nearest the sea, provided that

within two years he built a gate at west end of bridge, and a

tower of stone and lime to guard gate (H.G. 85 n.). Lord

Deputy Falkland came to Galway, 1625, and directed a fort

to be built on the lands of Ballymanagh, beyond the west

bridge, the foundation of which was tajd, aind a good part of

the walls built in 1625 (H.G. 102).
15. Lion's Tower : The flanker about the New Tower and that

adjoining Lion's Tower, with wall and ramparts, to protect
town wall, and shipping in the pool, completed in 1647

(H.G. 122). The gates were all repaired and the new flanker

outside the East gate built {ibid.).
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17. The third, the Great Gate Tower, on which the clock is.

18. The fourth, Penrice's Tower.

19. The fifth, Shoemakers' Tower. 20. The sixth, New Tower.

21. The seventh, Michael's Tower. 22. The eighth, Martin's Tower.

23. The ninth, Alexander's {i.e. Sander's) Tower.

24. The tenth, Athey's Tower.

25. The eleventh, Gavia's Tower, otherwise Uop x^n f^oilinn (?).

26. The twelfth, the Little Gate Tower.

27. The thirteenth, Agnes's Tower, or Uop Innesea (?).

28. The fourteenth, the Tower of Little Gate Eiver.

GATES.

The names of the city gates, which number 14.

The principal is the Great Gate, which contains six gates, of which

28. The first, is in the northern corner of the eastern rampart.
29. The second and third, or opposite sides of the old rampart

before the Great Gate.

19. Considerable portion of fortifications from the Shoemakers'
Tower to the quay, built 1498 (H.G. 76).

20. New Tower, vid. sup, n. 15.

21. Town wall extended 120 feet westward of Michael's Tower
A.D. 1519 (H.G. 77).

27. The Irish name for " Turris Agnetis
"

is not clear. Hardiman
reads Tor Inniska (for Uof\ *\n uifce ?),

but on the map it is

Tor Innesea (for Uop Aongufa ?). If this is the true reading,
the Aonguf might be either the Firbolg chief who founded
X)«n AonjufA in Aran, or Aonguf m^c b^vixMn mic
QAtAc muijrhe-ooin, a quo Cinel n-Aongufx^ o ^^itlirh,
1. Hi Allrhup^in con^ pne*\x)Ait) {vid. I.C. 127).

[But it would be strange that a tower whether mediaeval or more modern,
in a town so English as Galway, with traditions so different from those of the

Gael, should come to be named after either a Firbolg or a Milesian hero of

Gaelic story. Was not the original name Agnes's Tower, the Latin form of

which is correctly given on the map as " Turris Agnetis
"

;
and is not " Tor

Innesea" the phonetic rendering of UopAgnefA, merely the Irish speakers'
form of "Agnes's Tower "

?—Ed.]

28. 29. 30. The Great Gate : The new works at Barachalla and about
the great gate, left unfinished in mayoralty of Sir Valentine

Blake, A D. 1630, were resumed and perfected in 1630 (H.G.
103). The east tower gate was built and town clock erected at

expense of the corporation A.D. 1637 (H.G. 103 n.). The gates
were all repaired and new flanker outside the east gate built,

1649 (H.G. 122). After Aughrim, in preparation for siege,

strong works were thrown up to defend E. gate, all the cabins
and hedges round the suburbs were levelled (H.G. 158). In
1691 after capture of Galway, aU the batteries and other works
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The fourth, is seen only on entering, and
The fifth, is the Iron Gate.

30. Tlie sixth, is that which looks immediately into the city.

31. There are three gates on the bridge : the first and most distant,

or An Sp«\t^tt4^ tiAp.

32. The second, or middle gate, witii a turning door.

83. The third, which is nearest the city.

The Little Gate has also three gates.

34. The first of these is the Iron Gate, looking towards the north.

35. The (second or) middle gate, which is seen on entering.
And the third, by which you enter the city.

Two gates face the quay.
36. The first of these is Old Quay Gate.

37. The second is New Strand Gate.

ASCENTS OR STEPS.

There are seven ascents to the walls.

[38.] . The first is beside the Little Gate, and is only seen from

inside.

39. The second & third steps are on either side of the Great Gate.

40. The fourth steps are the ascent from Pludd Street, or Sc*\i$pe
UA 5CU-AC.

41. The fifth steps are the ascent from the open space at New
Strand Gate.

The sixth steps are the ascent near the Old Quay Gate, and
The seventh steps are in Sander's Lane, visible only froni the

inside.

[42. vid. 49.]

OPEN SPACES AND GARDENS.

There are seven open spaces to be noted :

44. First, several gardens near the Lion's Tower.

45. Several gardens below the Inserted (or Middle) Tower.

about the town, raised by the English and Irish forces, were

levelled, but the fort formerly commenced on the hill beyond
the S.E. corner of the wall was repaired and some fortified

works were thrown up at the east gate, thenceforth in honour
of his majesty (William III.) called William's Gate (H.G. 164).

31-33. Bridge-gate : cf.
" To the rent of the custom of the turf at

the Bridge-gate, for two years from 29 Sept. 1676—29 Sept.
1678; iE40." (H.G. 147).

37. South Quay or New Tower Gate {leg. New Strand Gate ?) was
built and walls repaired and provided with guns, circ. 1637-
1540 (H.G. 81).
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46. Several gardens below Penrice's Tower.

47. Various gardens round about the Pidgeon-house.
48. The open space at the New Strand Gate.

49. The great garden of the Blakes,

and also several gardens near the castle of the Atheys.

{marked 42 on map).
STREETS.

The names of the 14 principal streets, of which the first is

50. Great Gate Street.

51. High Middle Street.

52. The [corn] Market Street, including the Gaol Street.

53. The Quay Street.

54. Cross Street.

55. Bridge-gate Street.

56. Lombard Street.

57. North Street.

58. Little-Gate Street.

59. Skinners' or Glovers' Street.

60. The Street between the [two] lanes, or Sf^ix) i-oip "6^ X)6tA\y.

50. Great-gate Street. The main street from the great gate to

the cross was paved, 1630 (H.G. 103). Alienation of tene-

ment lying between the houses of John O'Finaghdi and
Nicholas Bollan on the W. and N., the king's street (Platea

Eegia) and town wall on E. and S., 19 Dec. 1549 (H.G. 239,
not. m).

51. High Middle Street : Stephen Lynch FitzDominick, mayor,
founded hospital in the high street for respectable citizens,

reduced by sickness, etc. (H.G. 77). The public markets
were ordered to be held in the high street before the mayor's
house (on outbreak of war) 1688 (H.G. 155).

" Fro ye hye
strete unto ye toune wall, wit an ele vere mecallet Corre-
calle

"
A.D. 1445 (I.C. 204).

56. Lombard Street: Chapel in the house of widow Skerrett,

deceased, in Lombard Str., near the lower barrack
;
Mass said

by Gregory French, whether priest or friar, not known
;
A.D.

1731 (H.G. 255 not. g.). In 1731 reputed Franciscan nunnery
in Lombard Street searched (H.G. 276).

59. Skinner's Street : In 1731 Patrick Skerrett, a registered popish
priest, very old, used to say Mass in his chambers in Skinner's
Street (H.G. 255 g.).

60. Middle Street : A few of the statues from St. Nicholas',

elegantly sculptured in marble, were saved from the general
wreck, and after a lapse of many years, were placed near the

parish chapel in Middle Street. They may still be seen in
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61. New Tower Street.

62. Plud Street.

63. Earl Street, or Sf*^it) CobAip <\n U\|\Ia.

LANES.

Of the 14 better known lanes the first is

64. Blake's Lane.

65. t)6tA\\ 'Out').

66. Bodkins' Lane.

67. Poor Clares' Lane.

68. Lower Shoemakers' Lane.

the S. wall of the new collej^iate chapel, all in perfect preser-
vation, except the faces, which liad been wantonly destroyed
(H.G. 251, n.

i.).
About 1725, catliolic chapel was opened in

warehouse of Anthony Bodkin, situate in Middle Street,

where they {i.e. the wardens and vicars) for the first time
since the surrender of the town publicly officiated (H.G. 255).
In 1731, Mass was said in chapel in Middle Str., by priests,

Gregory French and Robert Skerett, and in another chapel
there in Anthony Bodkin's warehouse opened 5 or (> years

previously, by priests, Patrick Berminghani, titular warden,
and some other priest and friars, names unknown (H.(i. 255,

not. g.). Rev. Anthony Blake, afterwards Abp. of .\rmagh,
erected parish chapel in Middle Street about 1752 (H.G. 257).
New parish chapel dedicated to St. Nicholas, founded in 1H16

on the site where the old one stood in Middle Street
; mayor

and corporation (protestants) attended
;
not entirely finished

in 1B20 (H.G. 264, not.). Augustinian nunnery established

in Middle Street early in the 18th cent.
;
searched in 1731

(H.G. 278).
66. Bodkin's Lane . In the time of Richard II. there was a street

or lane in Galway, called Jiaudekyn's lane (H.G. 9). Lies on
N. side of Shambles Barrack. It is now called Burntshin

Lane, and is by some taken to be a corruption of Burnt-shin

Lane, as the old women who live down it used to spend their

time sitting at the fire !

68. Ijower Shoemakers' Lane : Martin Lynch in 1556 prays for

grant of three houses situate in Shoemakers' Lane to harl)Our

the poor and needy within this town (H.G. 242, not. s.). It

seems to be called Lynch's Lane on Mich. Logan's map, 1818.

It is called in Irish at present t)6it[A!n ha SiJT)«M|\i (Shoe-
makers' Lane), and sometimes humorously t)rtitt\in ha

SoT)Aipl (the lane of the trotters) from people running down
it to be in time for Mass at the Augustinian Church.
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69. Upper Shoemakers' Lane.

70. Fisher's Lane.

71. The lane between the two quay gates, or t)6tA\\ ^T>^\\ "Oa

72. Martin's Mill Lane.

73. Kirwan's Lane.

74. St. John's Lane, or An '^uza (?).

75. Eed Earl's Lane, commonly called tDocAp au 1a|iIa.

76. Sander's Lane, commonly called t)6t-Af Al^fAnT)*M|\.

69. Upper Shoemakers' Lane : now Buttermilk Lane, called

"boitpin nA bUAC^ije by Irish speakers.
70. Fisher's Lane : Warden John Bermingham alienated on 8th

April 1514, to John Fernando, a tenement and garden looking
towards altar of St. Catharine in the church situate in Fisher's

Lane between the tenement of Nicholas Calf on the E., and
Joen Moilyn on the W., the town wall on the S., and the

king's way on the N (H.G. 239, not. m.).

71. t)6tA|A iDif tfA Sz\\Anx)A : now Cross Lane.

72. Martin's Mill Lane : part of Kirwan's Lane running into

Watergate Street.

73. Kirwan's Lane : Presentation nuns established in Kirwan's

Lane in 1815, they went to Meyrick (Eyre) Square in 1816,
and in 1819 leased former charter school for 60 years, in W.
suburbs of town (H.G. 278). Goods smuggled into the town

through
' a passage through Martin's Mill into Kirwan's

Lane' A.D. 1717 (H.G. 174).
74. St. John's Lane, or the Gut : cf. supra n. g.

'

ITIiiile^Ann

m<\|ACAin.'
75. t36tA|\ AW ^A\\'lA, Eed Earl's Lane. Holland's Lane (Logan's

Map). The old castle of Galway (built 1170) was in Eed
Earl's Lane or Boher an lerlagh, near the late county court-

house
;
for centuries it was known by the name of Eed Earl's

castle, but it has been long since entirely demolished (H.G.
47. n.). For the Eed Earl, see H.G. 47-49, I.C. 188-189.
St. Bridget's [leg. St. Brendan's?] Well lies at the end of the
Earl's Lane, within a few paces of the present custom-house

(H.G. 272).
" The ruines of the Earle's house called Clogh an

hiarla [Cloc An IajaIa] or the Earl's stone, are still extant in

Galway, nigh the key, where there is a well dedicated to St.

Brendan, patron of Enaghduin diocese, wherein was Galway,
whose feast, 16th May, usually kept holy by the key-street
dwellers of old

"
(I.C. 33).

76. t)6c^|\ AlAf*\nT)Ai|A, Sander's Lane (Logan's map, 1818), now
Bowling Green.
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77 Crooked Lane, or C6im C^m. around the cemetery (of St.

Nicholas').

ECCLESIASTICAL BUILDINGS.

A. Besides the Collegiate Church of Saint Nicholas there are 14

communities or residences of sacred persons.
B. The College of Priests and Pastors.

C. The Community or Residence of the Friars Minor.

D. The Community [or Residence] of the Friars Preachers.

E. The Community [or Residence] of the Augustinian Friars.

F. The Community [or Residence] of the Society of Jesus.

G. The Comnmnity [or Residence] of the Carmelite Friars,

H. The Community or Residence of the Capuchins.
I. [The Community] of the Rich Clares.

K. [The Community] of the Poor Clares.

L. [The Community] of the Sisters of the Third Order of Saint

Franci^. •

M. [The Community] of the Sisters of the Order of Saint

Dominick.

A. St. Nicholas' Church : vid. H.G. 233-253.

B. Old College House: vid. H.G. 253 : on E. side of Lombard Str.,

between it and St. Nicholas'.

C. Residence of FF. Minor: at corner at Platea Fori (52) and
Crosse Str. (54).

D. Residence of FF. Preachers : on north side of New Tower Str.

(n. 61). There is another D on map, on S. side of Middle
Str. (60), halfway between Vicus Inferior Sutorum (68) and
Skinner's Str. (59).

E. Residence of FF. Augustinians : on N. side of North Str. (57)
now Market Str.

F. Residence of Society of Jesus : on N. side of Middle Str., half-

way from Vicus Sui)erior Sutorum (69) to Cross Str. (54).

G. Residence of Carmelite friars: on W. side of Cross Str. (54),

near the corner of Cross Str. (54) and Earl Str. (63).

H. Residence of Capuchins : on N. side of Great-gate Str. (60)
beside the gate with clock.

I. Convent of Rich Clares : at E. end of Pludd Str., beside the

town wall.

K. Convent of Poor Clares : I don't see K on map, you would

expect it near Vicus Claristarum Pauperum (67).

L. Convent of Nuns of Third Order O.S.F. I don't see L. on

map. It is said to be near St. Nicholas' Church (H.G. 274).

M. Convent of Dominican Nuns : on S. side of New Tower Street

(61).
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N. [The Community] of the Sisters of the Order of Saint

Augustine.
*

0. [The Community] of the Carmehte Sisters.

P. And various residences of Nuns (or pious ladies).

CASTLES AND MANSIONS OF GENTRY.

Fourteen of the principal properties or castles and mansions of the

nohles, gentry and citizens of Galway.

Q. The old castle of the most illustrious lord, Kichard de Burgo,

the Eed Earl.

E. The castle of the Atlieys in the northern portion of the city.

S. The castle of the Lynches in the centre of the city.

T. The castle of the Blakes in the south near the quay.

V. The mansion and edifices of Sir Eohert Lynch, Baronet.

W. The mansions and edifices of Sir Valentine Blake, Baronet.

X. The mansions and edifices of Sir Peter French, Knight.

Y. The mansion and edifices of Sir Eichard Blake, Knight.

N. Convent of Augustinian Nuns : on N. side of Middle Str. (60)
about two-thirds way from Vicus Superior Sutorum or Butter-

milk Lane (69) to Skinner's Str. (59).
O. Convent of Carmelite Nuns : on S. side of New Tower Str. (61)

opposite Vicus Inferior Sutorum (68).
P. Various houses of pious women : a little to S. side of Bridge-

gate Str. (55) near river on city side.

Q. Eed Earl's Castle : on S. side of Dot^t^ An \a\\Ia, Holland's
Lane (75), near the corner of same and Earl Street or Sfv^AiT)

CobA|\ Au ^A\\lA (63) (Flood Street).
E. Athey's Castle : on N. side of North Str. (57) now Market Str.

opposite S. Nicholas'.

S. Lynch's Castle : at corner of High Middle Str. (51) and Little-

gate Str. (58)
T. Blake's Castle : on S. side of city near quay.
V. House of Sir Eob. Lynch, Bart. : corner of High Middle Str.

(51) and Skinner's Str. (59) opposite Lynch's Castle.

W. House of Sir Val. Blake, Bart. : on N. side of Great-gate Str.

X. House of Sir Peter French, Knt. : on N. side of North Str. (57)
between present College House and Abbsygate Street.

[The doorway of this house in its present ruinous state has been fully
illustrated in this Journal, Vol. IV. pp. 36-39

;
see also pp. 102-107.]

Y. House of Sir Eich. Blake : on N. side of Bridgegate Str. (55)
a little E. of the bridge, where Shambles Barracks are.
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Z. The mansion and edifices of Sir Dominick Ikowne, Knight.
&. The mansion [and edifices] of Sir Oliver French, Knight.
a. The mansion and edifices of Mr. Martin Darcy, citizen.

b. The mansion [and edifices] of Sir Walter Blake, Knight.
c. The mansion and edifices of Mr. Antony Ro Lynch, citizen.

d. The mansion and edifices of Mr. Martin Browne, citizen, etc.

ALTARS FOR CORPUS CHRI8TI PROCESSION.

Tliere are seven positions and traces of the monuments or altars

solemnly erected by the clergy in the streets, for the festival,

and procession of Corpus Christi.

e. By the Franciscans.

f. By the Capuchins.

g. By the Augustinians.
h. By the Dominicans;

i. By the Carmelites.

k. By the Jesuits.

Z. House of Sir Dom. Browne, Knt. : on E. side of Skinner's
Str. (59), halfway between Middle Str. (60) and New Tower
Str. (61), but on opposite side.

<&. House of Sir Oliver French, Knt. : on N. side of North Street

(57), between house of Sir Peter French (X) and Athey's
castle (R).

a. House of Martin Dorsi, citizen: on E. side of Littlegate Str.

(58), and halfway between North Str. (57) and the Little Gate.
b. House of Sir Walter l^lake, Knt. : at S.W. corner of Cross Str.

(54) and Kea Str. (53)
c. House of Anthony Ro Lynch, citizen : I don't see 'c' on niap.
d. House of Martin Browne, citizen : at N.W. corner of Skinners'

Str. (59) and New Tower Str. (61).

[The doorway of this house, still extant, has been recently re-erected in

Eyre Square by the County Council and Urban District Council. A photo-
graph of it in its original site has also appeared in this Jnunui/.]

e. Corpus Christi altar erected by the Franciscans : at Little Gate
corners in Little-gate Str. (58), opposite North Str. (57).

f. Corpus Christi Altar erected by Capuchins: marked wrongly
with large F. on map, at the Four Corners (so called to

distinguish them from Little-gate Corners) at Lynch's Castle.

g. Corpus Christi Altar erected by Augustinians : at corner of

Skinners' Str. (59), New Tower Str. (61) and Pludd Str. (62).
h. Corpus Christi Altar erected by Dominicans : at corner of New

Tower Str (61), Earle Sir. (63), and Cross Str. (54).
i. Corpus Christi Altar erected by Carmelites : in Crosse Str. on

the E. side, Jnjtween Middle Str. (60) and New Tower Str. (61).
k. Corpus Christi Altar erected by Jesuits : on E. side of Crosse

Str. (54) at corner house next Platea Fori includens plateam
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1. By the Priests of the College of St. Nicholas.

MARKETS.

The seven public spaces or principal markets of the city.

m. The fresh-water fish market before Blake's Lane, or Little

Gate Corners,

n. The flesh-meat market, commonly called the Shambles,

o. The Cattle Market in Plud Street.

p. The Horse Market near New Strand Gate,

q. The [Fishj Market or Fish-Shambles before and in Fishers'

Lane,

r. The Little Market, for various wares through the street of that

market .

s. The Corn Market, where all other wares are sold indiscriminately.

OTHER NOTABLE PLACES.

Seven other places and things worth noticing are shown,

t. The old City Hall, above the Gaol and the Shambles,

u. The new building begun for a City Hall.

carceris (now High Str. and Mainguard Str.), opposite E. end
of Bridge-gate Str. (55).

1. Corpus Christi Altar erected by the priests of the College of St.

Nicholas : in Lombard Str. (56) on E. side, near corner of

Lombard Str. (56), and North Str. now Market Str. (57).
m. Fresh-water Fish Market : opposite Blake's Lane, at Little-gate

Corners, i.e. at corner of Little-gate Str. (58) and North Str.

now Market Str. (57).
n. Flesh-Meat Market, or Shambles: seems marked N. on map, at

corner of Bridge-gate Str. (55) and Lombard Str. (56), now
S.E. end of Shambles Barracks,

o. Cattle Market : in Pludd Str. (62), Whitehall and Queen Str.

on Logan's map, 1818,

p. Horse Market: marked P. on map, near New Strand Gate, i.e.

opposite Spanish Parade,

q. Fish Market: in Earle Str. (63) at S. end of Cross Str. (54),
also in Fisher's Lane (70) which is nearly a continuation of

Cross Str. to the walls (or Merchants' Str.) only a little nearer

quay.
r. Little Market for various kinds of wares : in Crosse Str. (54).
s. Corn Market : in Platea Fori, now High Str. and Mainguard Str.

t. Old City Hall : seems in Platea Fori or Mainguard Str. (52) at

corner of Lombard Str. (56).
u. New City Hall begun : at N.E. end of Crooked Lane from Main

Exchange Street into Cenn C^m around church of St.

Nicholas.
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w. The Exchange.
X. The cemetery of the Church [of St. Nicholas] , with a very high

tree,

y. St. Nicholas' Hospital or Poor House.

z. The Market Cross and the College Cross.

&. The Old Pigeon-house, in the south part of the city.

ALTABS IN THE CHURCH OF ST. NICHOLAS.

There are also fourteen altars in the Church, which you will see,

when you enter it
;
now however you may see them mentally

hy reading [the following] . The chapels in which the altars

are, will he distinguished by the letters placed outside.

.•1. The high altar of St. Nicholas in the choir.

The altar of Jesus Christ, in the chapel of Christ judging, on

your right hand as you enter the choir.

The altar of Saint Michael in the chapel of the Angels
between the chapel of Christ and the chapel of St. Mary
Major.

The altar of Saint Mary Major in the ancient chapel of the

Lynches.
B. The altar of the Blessed [Virgin] Mary in the new large chapel

of the Blessed [Virgin] Mary, viz., at the southern corner of

the church, under the title of the Blessed [Virgin] Mary,
Mother of God.

w. The Exchange : in High Middle Str. now Shop Str., about
half way down from Little gate Str. (58) to Exchange Str.

and C6im CAvn (77).
X. Cemetery of St. Nicholas' and large tree : immediately around

the church, it was surrounded by the C6im Caiw (77).

y. Poor House of St. Nicholas: on N.E. end of vicus superior
sutorum now Buttermilk Lane (69) and High Middle Street

now Shop Str. (51) .

z. Market Cross : at corner of Platea Fori or High Str. (52), and
Platea Carceris or Mainguard Str. (52).

College Cross: in S.W. corner of C6im C<\m (77) around

monastery.
<t. Old Pigeon-house in South end : a little to the W. of Poor

Clare's Lane (67), behind Convent of Carmelite Nuns (O),
halfwav between New Tower Str. (61) and walls.

A. St. Nicholas' Altar: John Oge Blake left by will 1420 'ad

fabricam capelle Sancti Nicolai et ad fabricam capelle Sancti

Anne. . valorem X marcarum
'

(I.C. 200).
B. B.V.M. Altar : Dominick Lynch, mayor in 1486, left by will,

• his body to be interred in chapel of the blessed Mary,
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The Altar of Saint James, at the southern column of the

church.

The altar of St. Catharine, in the gilt chapel dedicated to her,

opposite the altar of St. John the Baptist.

The altar of St. John the Baptist, adjoining the column at the

pulpit.

The altar of St. Bridget, at the northern column.

The altar of St. Martin, near the northern door.

C. The altar of the Most Holy Sacrament, in the chapel dedicated

to It in the northern portion of the church.

D. The altar of Saint Anne, in the chapel dedicated to her in the

northern portion of the church.

E. The altar of Saint Patrick, in the chapel dedicated to him from

the earliest times.

The altar of the Most Holy Trinity, in the chapel dedicated

to It, on the left, as you enter the choir, below the organ.

with his parents and wife, Anastasia Martyn, also two

priests to say Mass daily for him and souls of his parents
and wife one in chapel of B.V.M. and other in that of St.

James (H.G. 235). His grandson, Nicholas Lynch, mayor in

1554, repaired his grandfather's works, and " he afterwards

built the adjoining tower and the south aisle, then called
' Our Ladle's Chapel,' but now better known as Lynch's
aisle" (H.G. 241).

St. James' Altar : Dominick Lynch, mayor in 1486, left by
will dated 12th July 1508, following directions :

* Hem
Jordes the said Stephen (his eldest son) to finish the new
work begun by me in the church, and to build an altar,

in honor of St. James the Apostle, near the next column of

the chapel of the blessed Mary, aforesaid (H.G. 235 n).

St. Catharine's Altar : vid. supra, note on Fishers' Lane, n.

70 (H.G. 239 m).

p. St. Anne's Altar: vid. supra, sub A.

E. St. Patrick's Altar : John Fitzhenry Blake, A.D. 1468, by will

left
' dimedian marcam sacerdoti cotidie missas celebranti

super altare Santi Patrici in ecclesia ville Galvy existente,

pro anima sua and anima sua uxoris and parentum suorum
'

(I.e. p. 207).

Trinity Altar : Hardiman translates ' at the right of the

entrance to choir
'

instead of at the left (H.G. 246 n).
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SYNOPSIS

in which are pointed out, tlie thing's round about the city, which
are represented on this map.

ON THE EAST.

1. The title of the City of Galway.
2. The Monastery of Saint Augustine surrounded by the fort.

3. Saint Augustine's Well, on the southern side of the hill.

4. Saint Augustine's Hill.

4"- The Royal Fort, surrounding the monastery [of St. AugustineJ

NOTES ON SYNOPSIS.

2. Monastery of St. Augustine : called rnAinifDip *\n Ctunc
1 nx)0|\uf n<\ 5<MlLiriie by Ui^^it) tl*.\ Clei|\i$ in t)eAt«\

Aot)4\ tlu-Ai-0 Hi "OonitUMll, p. 132. O'Donovan on Annals

of F.M., A.D. 1597, thought wrongly Abbey Knockraoy was
meant. He has been corrected by Father Denis Murphy in

Life of Red Hugh, I.e. For the monastery cf. H.G. 272, etc.

3. St. Augustine's Well : called by Irish Cob*.\i|\ Aibifcin.
Stations held there on last Sunday in July, or first Sunday in

August, called in Irish 'OonMuxC CtAOtn-'oub, and translated (?)
into English as Garlic Sunday. The reason for this English
equivalent, I have not found or heard. Hardiman calls this

Sunday Garland Sunday (vid. I.C. p. 370 note), but as far as
I have heard, the people about Galway always call it Garlic

Sunday in English.
For an account of an extraordinary cure at S. Augustine's
Well on 11 June, 1673, see I.C. p. 88 note.

This well and two others beside it, dedicated to the B.V.M.
and St. John the Baptist respectively, lie on the shore of

toC 4.\n cS^iile below highwater mark, underneath the

Erasmus Smith College. Four other wnlls in or near

Galway are mentioned by Hardiman, viz., St. I)ii(](''s Wc^II

in the E. suburbs, St. Bridget's (/cj/. St. BreiidMn -, imd </
I.C. 30) at the end of Earl's Lane, within a lew jjacts of

the present i.e. (A.D. 1820) custom-house, St. Anne's, about
a ^ mile towards the west of the town near the strand, and
another well, further on in the same direction near the sea-

shore (H.G. 272). Hardiman (i.e.) says that St. Augustine's
Well is particularly resorted to on the 28th of August, feast

of St. Augustine, but the people seem to consider 'Oorhiu\C

Ctwm-T)Ub, the principal station.

4. St. Augustine's Hill, now Forthill, in Irish Cnoc ^n Sconnf*\.
4« Royal Fort, on St. Augustine's Hill, vid. H.G. 97. 121. 122.

It was built 1603.
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5. Saint Brigit's hill, on the right and the left side of the high-

way [i.e. X)6tA\\ X\)6\(].

6. St. Brigit's chapel. ^.^

7. Leper Hospital, under the title of St. Brigit.

8. The house (church) of the Capuchins.

9. The arms of the King of Ireland and Great Britain.

10. The arms of the Kingdom of Ireland.

11. The arms of the Kingdom of Scotland.

12. The oldest arms of the city of Galway.

3°- The old arms of the city of Galway.

4°- The modern arms of the city of Galway.

13. The genealogical tree of the King of England, from an Irish

and Scotch stem.

5. St. Bridget's Hill : on right and left of t)6tx^t^ V[\6\\, from Co.

Infirmary to Prospect Cemetery. The part just beyond Co.

Infirmary, where reservoir is, is called Knocknaganah (Cnoc
nA 5^inrhe) alias Sand Park on Logan's map, 1818, likely

the same as Gortegany (^ot^c 5^i^''^"'ie) at the E. end of

town (H.G. 242 not. s.).

6. St. Bridget's Chapel, on t)6c*\f\ tTlop, about opposite to Co.

Infirmary or reservoir. It (including perhaps the Leper
hospital attached) is called Ue^vc "bjAig-oe pof lonc^ib ha

CAt]\AC by "Lug^ix) UxX CleiiAij, it was burned by Eed Hugh,
1597 [Life of Bed Hugh O'Dovmaill, p. 132).

7. Leper Hospital of St. Brigid, adjoining St. Bridget's chapel (6)

on t)6tA|\ tn6|A. "The Hospital of St. Bridget in the east

suburbs was founded for the poor of the town, and each

burgess was obliged in his turn to send a maid-servant to

collect alms every sabbath day for its support ;
a custom

which was long afterwards observed. This charitable insti-

tution was fortunately completed in the year 1543, when the

sweating sickness broke out and raged with great violence,

destroying multitudes of the natives, and particularly the
tradesmen of the town "

(H.G. 81).
"

St. Bridget's Hospitall on the E. side of the town, was built

by the corporation, anno 1542. Thomas Lynch Fitz-

Stephen, being a mayor, and a maid-servant of one of the

burgesses, by their turns, handsomly attired, with a plate in

her hand, every Sunday about dmner-time, visited all the
houses in town to collect almes for it

"
(I.C. 40.).

8. Capuchin's Convent : at the beginning of t)oc^.\|\ \T\6\\, on N
or left side, a few doors from end of Eyre Square. See also

H.G. 266. 273.
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14. Tiu) genealogical descent of Galway families from an Irish and
Scotch stem.

15. The path of the highway, leading to the high hills, or tev\<ic-A

16. The path leading to the hill of the leafless bush, or Cnoc

rh-AOil-T)[\if.

17. The royal highway, otherwise the Great Lane, or t)6t«.\t\ ITldf .

18. The more distant pool on the royal highway, or turn ttlop.

19. The cross in the middle of the royal highway, or l,e*.\Cc nio|\

ni tiei-Oin.

20. The Little Lane [i.e. X)6t^\y t)e*i5] , which leads to Lynch's

stone, or CloC >sn tinpi$.

15. A branch of t36CAi|\ XT\6\\. leading to the high hills called

Leaghtis (or Leaghtif?) Arda—teA.\(ic*.\(ib) ^\|vx)^\? Periiaps
we should read te-dCc^ t)eA|\n4\, now Laghtavarna at Castle-

gar.

16. Branch of t)6t<A|\ tTl6|\ leading to tiie high lull of the leafless

bush, called Cnuckweil dris, now Cnoc tTlAOil "oiuf, and
translated into Brier-hill in English.

17. t)6t;*3kp tnOfv : name still used.

18. tinn Tt\6\K
: lay at low part of road between County Infirmary

and cemetery.
19. te«\Cc X\}6\\ ni tiGi-Oin : Miss Hyne's monument. Who she

was, I know not. If we could read ut instead of ni, it would

mean Hyne's monument or cross. The cross stood on the

road at the top of the hill, near present reservoir.

[Cnuckweildris on the map, for Cnoc fh*.\olL"Oplf ,
itl instead of ni,

is not easy to understand, because the m could not possibly be aspirated.

Perhaps it was Cnoc-4.\'-m<\olL"0|Mf.—J. O'Neill.)

20. b(')t.^|^ X)e<\^ : still well known by same name. It leads to

CtoC «.\n tinps, Saxum Lyncei, Lynch's stone. As

O'Donovan on Ann. F.M., A.D. 1597, wrongly states that
" this name is now obsolete," and as Fr. Denis Murphy, S.J

,

repeats this statement with the additional error of transhiting

occ Cloicti4\n tinftg, "at Lynch's causeway," as if the text

were occ CloctiAn tmp$, it might be well to put together

what we know of the situation of Clo6 «xn linp$, first from

documents and then from local information. 1"* The Ann.

F.M., A.D. 1597, vol. VI., p. 2008, and \,u^<\\i) U.\ Cteip$ in

{)e^\tA Aoi)^ nu*M-6, p. 132, tell us that Red Hugh
O'Donnell camped for the night eiccip U*\t\4n Yt]6\\ •] 5AiLLirh

occ CLoich J^n tinr«$, ic, at Cloch an Linsigh Ixjtween

Oran M6r and Galway. 2"- Next day he marched his army
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21. The lines of the Cromwellian blockade, in which Galway was

once captured.

22. The Bogs of Suckeen.

23. The Suckeen river.

22'' Part of Castlegar.

23'* Part of Terryland.

from Clo6 An tmfig to tD^inifoiiA An Cntii6, i.e., to the

Monastery of St. Augustine on the hill (now Forthill).
3°- The position is more accurately still determined by the list

of possessions of the College of St. Nicholas (A.D. 1637) in

the Tow^n and hberties of Galway, where we read : "In the

East franchises : Gortrahillin, 12 acres, lying between Doghusk
on the E. and Clogha-Linch on the West

"
(H.G. 244 note).

From this it is clear that it lay on the road from Gran Mor to

Forthill, Galway, and west of GortrahilHn and further west
still from Doghusk. Now Doghusk is well-known, it is marked

Doghiska on Ordinance Map just E. of Merlin Park, and
about 2^ miles from top of toe au c-S^ile (Loch Athalia).
It is considered to include Merlin Park by the people, whose

pronunciation of the name in Irish, viz., "OeoC tJifce (a drink

of water !

)
would delight the heart of teetotallers. Gortrahillin

mentioned above seems to be the same as Eahiline glebe,
mentioned as being

" in that part of the parish of Oranmore
within the county of the town

"
of Galway ;

and the same as

Eoyallen, of which we are told that the warden possessed
"17 acres at Eoyallen and 11 acres at Eoscam, where the
ruins of the old abbey are still to be seen, both lying east of

the town "
(H.G. 250 note g.). At any rate the name is

known locally, and pronounced in Irish Rac "Uillinn, or
Uillenn's Eath, a very interesting name giving us the resi-

dence of Uillenn,
" the grandchild of Nuad Silver-hand, King

of Ireland, 1200 years before Christ's birth, who overthrew in

battle (at 1TIa$ tlillinn, Moycullen, which derives its name
from him) and had the kill'ing of Orbsen Mac Alloid, com-
monly called Manannan Mac Lir

"
(O'Flaherty I.C. p. 55).

KlAt UiUinn is said to lie to the E. of Einnmore House and
between it and UinnlTlop itself and Ballyloughan. But to

come back to CLoc au Imfig. The name is well-known in

Galway "and neighbourhood. It is the remarkable stone
which rises above the wall of demesne of Einnmore House,
on your right hand as you go from Galway towards Gran
Mor, about twenty yards or so after you pass the entrance
to Einnmore House. The stone is about 6ft. by 4ft. and
rises about 2ft. above the wall. Though nearly all Irish

spea,kers about know it under the name of Cloc ^ii tinp^,
J
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24* Part of Ballindooly.
24. The Plague-house, with garden adjoining.
25. Horse Island, or OiLe-An ha 5C«.\pAll.
2G. The stream and new fosse, or Dio^ 11 u a.

27. Little-gate river.

28. The moveable bridge, or Drawing l^ridgo. .

29. The old stream, by which the river formerly ran to the .\bbey
Bridge, or in Tunc, otherwise L6ini C»mt')j;.

30. The Abbey Bridge.
31. Various mills, viz.. Saint Francis' Mill.

3*4. Saint Michael's Mill.

3''5. The Bridge Mill.

3«5. Little-gate Mill.

32. The Friar's stream, by which wood, etc., was formerly brought
to the Abbey, or S|\utAn n<\ ml)|\AtAt\.

33. The Abbey of the Friars Minor.

34. The Abbey cemetery.

it is perhaps better known by all, even English speakers, as

cLoC An rhile or the mile-stone, from its being situated at

the distance of an Irish mile from Galway.
21. The Cromwellian lines passed from top of toC am c-S*\iLe,

over St. Bridget's Hill at Prospect Cemetery, and brttA|\ XW6x<,
down to Terrylan river

22. "
Bogges of Suckin

"
: where railway crosses roiwl where the

market gardens are.

23. The Suckeen river, beside market gardens, much smaller now
owing to drainage. The land along it is called Cossuckin, i.e.

Cof Suicin, in bye-law of the year 1585 (H.G. 210 n.).

23* Part of Tirillain : Hardiman translates curiously
•

part of the
mill' (H.G. 30 note), evidently reading

• Muilinn pars.'
24. Plague Hospital : where railway leaves E. side of river, near

Suckeen.

25. Horse Island : in Irish OiLe-An ha sCapaLI, where road to

Cong boat paspcs opposite Woodquay ;
Irish name still current.

26. "Oios tluA, New Dyke or Cutting. The river used to extend

up much further into the open space at Suckeen, around

weighbridge. It was filled up some 50 years ago.
32. Friars' Stream. The Irish name Sput*^n ha mbfAAtAp, I

found still known or remembered, exact locality not so well

known.
33. Franciscan Monastery : the island in which it was situated is

called St. Stephen's Island (Oile*\n Sciopiin ?) accord.ng to

H.G. 54. I have not heard the name.
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35. The cloister, the inner bounds of the Abbey, and the

Dormitory.
36. The refectory, or "h^llA nA \nX)\\AtA\\.

37. Several other gardens laid out by the friars.

38. Wood Quay, and the cross and mark in the river.

39. The northern suburbs, and

4*^5. The eastern suburbs.

40. The gallows, where justice is executed.

46° The New Market, with the cross.

41. The second pool on the [high-] way, before the gallows.

42. The old Pigeon-house.
43. The green plots, where the gentry of the city solemnly (or on

festive occasions) play, commonly called The Green.

44. The place, where the house of the templars formerly stood, as

tradition says.

45. The garden angle, or Cluix) n^ n5A|\|\-6A.

45° Playing with balls.

46. The promontory of MorHnn.

38. Woodquay. The Irish name bA\\\\ An CAlAi^b (top of the quay)
is still well-known. " In 1690, the (Franciscan) friars sup-
phed lime and other materials for building the fortifications

around Barachalla
"
(H.G. 266 n.).

40. Gallows. It is said that two men, who were executed, are
buried beneath the two cannon in Eyre Square, beyond this

I did not meet anyone, who had heard of the old gallows

being in Eyre Square. An cSeAn-6|\oc, known in English
as The Old Gallows, is situated at the cross-roads just beyond
Prospect Cemetery. Likely the situation of the gallows was
out there, shortly after the time the map was drawn up.

40^ New Market with cross at N.W. corner of open space around
the square.

43. The Greene : still known by that name
;
afterwards Meyrick

Square then Eyre Square.
44. Templars' House : between bank and railway hotel, on S. side

of Eyre Square.
45. CliiiT) nA n5A|A|\-DA: I have not heard the name. The build-

ing of the dock and railway have changed the locality very
much. Perhaps we have a trace of CluiX) nA n^Affx-OA, in

French's Garden, on Logan's map, 1818, down at end of the
road which runs S. from S.W. corner of Eyre's Square.

46. Promontory of Morloini (Rof m6it\-linne ?). I have not
heard this name. Place too much changed.
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4e» [The promontory] ofninnmrti\.
46* [The promontory] of Hop t)1(')|\.

47. The safer harbour for ships, or The Pool.

48. The salt-water loch, or toC <\n cS*\ile.

49. A part of the stream, by which the citizens formerly deter-

mined to bring round the river from the north and join it to

the south, by means of to6 An cS*\ile.

50. The arms of some of the many noble families of the kin^jdom

[of Ireland] , who are also connected with the people of

Galway by bonds of relationship.

ON THE WEST.

1. The explanation of the Description of Galway.
2. The arms of the 14 principal tribes of Galway.
3. The arms of ten other families connected with those of Galway.

46* Uinn TTI6p : still so called.

46* Part of tlof ITI6|\. This is now marked on maps as Hare
Island, but the old name is still preserved in Irish, Oile*\n

Tluif ltl<5ip.
So too, OiLe*\n Ruif t)i5 as it is called still in

Irish, has been metamorphised into Rabbit Island.

47. '• The Pule
"

: this has been almost filled up by the rubbish
removed in making the docks. This rubbish was, wantonly
as the people think, thrown down here, to destroy the fishing
in LoC An cS*\ile.

48. toC An cS^ile (Salt-water Loch), still so called ;
on English

maps, Lough Athalia.

49. Traces of the works maybe seen at the top of to6 An cS^iLe.
The occasion referred to seems to have been the following :

" In the Mayorality of Andrew Lynch Fitz-Stephen, in 1498,
the important communication from Loch a thalia to Poula-

vourline, which would have opened an easy passage from
Loch Corrib to the sea, and which is still so desirable, was
commenced, but never completed. The remains of this

useful, but neglected, work are yet visible, and are distin-

guished by the name of Lynch's Folly
"
(H.G. 76). I did not

meet anyone who knew the name Lynch's Folly. Poula-

vourline poll iyS rh6ip-linn (?) the hole of the two great

pools) is the name of the place where the Terryland river

sinks into the earth, to reappear somewhere out between

Muruagh (Itluiftbe^NC) and Uaran Mor, as was proved some
60 years ago, by chaff thrown in at Pollavourline. Even at

high tide the sea forces back the water up as far as Pollavour-

line, but the water still tastes fresh.
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4. The Monastery of Saint Dominick.

5. The cemetery of the Monastery.
6. Various gardens.
6* Oak-groves.
6^ Orchards.

7. The place where ships are repaired.

8. Saint Marj''s Hill, or Cnoc^n UexXtripAil 1TltJi|\e.

9. The southern suburbs.

gd r^Y^Q road to the cave hill.

10. Saint Mary's stream, or SfMit^n lTlui|\e.

11. The Bald Bridge, or 'OpoiceA-o tTlx^ol.

11* The Bald Bridge river.

ON THE WEST.

1. This seems list of contents, and division of book intended to

illustrate map.
2. 14 tribes of Galway : Athey, Blake, Bodkin, Browne, Dorsie,

Fonte, Frinch, Joyce, Kirowan, Linch, Martine, Morech,
Skereth.

3. 10 {leg. 12) allied tribes : Bareth, Bremingha(m), Burke, Butler,

Crena, Penreice, Fallone, Labar(th), Nolan, Quinne, Tully,
Porte.

4. Monastery of St. Dominick : anciently chapel of Premonstra-
tentians of Tuam, ' wherein stood a statute of our Blessed

Lady, much frequented by the devotion of the people.'
Afterwards handed over to the Dominicans (I.C. 39, 274-276),
For history of it, vid. H.G. pp. 270 sqq.

5. Cemetery of Dominican Church. Still, there, with ancient

stone at gate, dated.

9. The southern suburbs : now An Cl^'OAC. The Irish name is

not given on the map, and the earhest occurrence of the name

Claddagh, which I have noticed, is in a document dated " die

Martis, 13° die Aprilis 1762
"
given in H.G. app. p. LVI.

9*^ This is the road to Fairhill, vid. infra, n. 43.

10 Sptit^An triuijAe : name still known at the Cladach, portion of

it dried and filled up with difficulty at the building of church,

according to the people there, the rest seems to have been
divided into sewers.

11. Bald Bridge : afterwards corrupted into Ball's bridge (Logan's

map, 1818j under which name it is still known. I met no
one who knew name 'Ot\oiceAX) mA^ol in Irish. '0|\oi6exx-o

ITlAOt, translated literally Bald Bridge, seem to mean merely
that this bridge was unfortified, and so distinguished from the

main and west bridge over the Corrib.
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12. Jordan Castle, or XYiAol Siot\c*.\in (?).

13. The middle suburbs, or \JA\le ITIeA-Ortn^C.

14. The Hill of the Giants, or CnoC^n iu\ 5CeiCe*i|\n.
16. The whirlpool river, with the whirlpool itself, or poll Cu^tbil.

16. Alc^xnACh, now the Island of Saint Clare.

17. The house of the nuns of Saint Clare.

12. Jordan's Castle, stood just at S.E. end of "Oi^oiCe^vT) TTIaoI.

Its name in Irish on the map is given as Meil Chostain, which
I think is meant for m«\ol Siot\c<\in, i.e., the dismantled or
ruined castle of Jordan. The error would be explained by the

putting of s instead of r, as ch on the map is pronounced like

modern English sh, cf. Chambles for Shambles (n).

13. t)<\jle TTIe<\t)on<\C, the island lying betwe^en the West or Main

Bridge and "OiioiCe^x) tT1<\ol (11). Marked Ballymana Island

on Logan's map, 1818. I have not heard the name, though
doubtless it is still known. Madeira Island is the N. corner
of Ballymanagh Island.

14. Giants' Hill : on the map the Irish name is given as Cnuckain
na kgehirn (not kgehim, as it is given in H.G. 29 n.), which I

think is Cno(i.«^n n«^ 5Ceite«\tAn, the hill of the companies of

kerns. It is written Knockane na Kerny i.e., Cno<i«\n ua

SCeiteApnAC, the hill of the kerns, on Logan's map, 1818.

Why ' kern
' was translated into '

gigas
'

I know not. The
site is fixed on Logan's map as immediately N. of Fahey Beg,
that is the N. half of Henry Str., West, extending over Ixjyond
the canal almost to the bank of the bank of the river opposite
Nun's Island, in other words to the road that runs from West

Bridge to the Presentation Convent. The hill has disappeared,
and as far as I can find out, the name has disappeared along
with it. However, the name Parkavera {i.e., pS\\\c An

ttl6ipe, the Mayor's Park), which is the southern portion of

Cnoc-An nA -^Ce^teA^ynAC, is still well-known, as the open

space extending from Henry Str. West, to beyond the canal,

where the large crane lies. I suspect, that p^^ijxc «mi fheifte

is identical with CnoC4.\n ha gCeiteAt^n^^C, but that the former

has supplanted the latter name.

15. The Whirlpool River : the whirl{X)ol may still be seen where
the river branches and runs eastward cutting Nun's Island in

two. The Irish name poll CuAitil. I have not heard. It

is so called from the left-hand direction in which the water

of the whirlpool turns.

16. Oile^An -<MC4^nAC is still the ordinary Irish name for Nun's

Island.

17. Poor Clare's Convent • In 1649 the nuns presented a memorial

to the corporation, praying a grant of as much ground in
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18. The second island AlUAtiAt, formerly called the Island of

Goats.

19. The causeway serving as a passage between the two islands,

with the fishing tank.

20. The river of Galway, formerly the river Ausoba, or pollAit\e

*

Island-Altenagh at the W. of the town as would be sufficient

for erecting a monastery and other necessary buildings (H.G.
274). The memorial is signed by

'* Sister Mary Bonaventure,

unworthy abbesse
"

Their request was granted 1st of July,

1649,
"
provided they make up a common and bridge to the

other island
"
(H.G. 274 n,). They soon after erected a hand-

some monastery on the island, but were exiled in 1652. They
returned in 1686 and settled in large house in Market Street.

In 1698 all convents in town were broken into by military,
the nuns took refuge with friends in country, but afterwards

returned; were turned out again by Edward Eyre, mayor, in

1712, and convents were converted into barracks (H.G. 276).
In 1740 the nuns petitioned Queen Caroline of England to order

the restoration " of that part of the ancient property situate

in Island-Altenagh, or the Nun's Island, which was formerly

granted to them by the corporation, and on which they laid

the foundation of a monastery." The request, presented by
the nuns in person, was granted, and they were restored

about 5 or 6 acres of tolerable ground (H.G. 276 n.).

18. As far as I have heard, Oile^xn AIcaiuac is applied to both

islands, and the olden name Insula Caprarum (Oilein n^

n^AbAp?) is unknown.
19. This is the causeway or bridge seemingly mentioned above in

n. 17, and ordered to be erected by the Poor Clares.

20. Ausoba is the name of river mentioned by Ptolemy, and gene-
rally identified with the Galway river. Possibly it is a

corruption of Girbse mac Alloid, otherwise Manannan mac Lir,
who gave his name to Loch Girbsen, now corruptly Loch
Corrib; cf. supra, note on Cloch an Linsigh, n. 19 * On the
East.'

[" Ausoba " seems to me to be a compound— "
Af-^bA

"—"
anchoring-

river." AhA is the old Irish word for river, and there is a modern word A]^A'6
(the act of anchoring—see Dineen's Dictionary) whose root this "as" or
" aus "

may be. Mr. Goddard Orpen's article on Ptolemy's Irish names in

the Journal of the B. S.A.I, does not help on this point.
—J. O'NEiLti.]

An Polliri Mor, An poUxMfve XWojk (given as Pollin Mor by
H.G. 29) I have not heard, and think it is not known.
The real name of the river is An jAiUirh, which has given its

name to the city, C*^t-A1t\ n^ ^xMllirhe, the city of the

Galway river : for origin of the name of river, vid. infra, n, 24.
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21. The Great Weir, where salmon are caught, or <Sn Co|^<\ X\\6\\.

22. The Lesser Weir, or Cot\«\ tux mt)t\<^t*.\tv, where eels are caught.

23. The Island of the Stag, or Oile<\n vvn fuvit).

23° Tadg's Island, or part of Inif C<\it)5.

24. [14 on the inap.] The rock, where according to tradition the

lady Galvia was drowned, whence the city was named Galway.
25. The bathing-place, where boys swim, or S|\uC tTluilitin

S6*imuif Cx\oiC.

21. The Great (Salmon) Weir, An Co|\jl (or An CJotuit)) Xh6\\
was below the present one, and as far from the bridge down
towards the sea, according to the map.

22. The Lesser (Eel) Weir, called CofVA (or CoiXaM^)) n«.\ml)|u\t<\|x,
or Friars' Weir, occupied according to the map the site of the

present Salmon Weir.

23. Oilev\n -An
jf^i^ni!), Stag's or Deer Island ;

I have not heard of,

nor can I find it on the map if I read 23® right.

23" Imp UAMt)5 : name not known now as far as I could find.

It seems to lie where Persse's Bonded Stores and Gorrib

Boat Club are. As this plot is not an island now, the narrow
W. channel must have been filled in, perhaps long before the

railway was built, as it is not marked as an island on Logan's

map, 1818.

24. The rock were Galvia was drowned : Gailleamh was daugliter
of Breasal, and the traditional story of her drowning is told

in the Dind-senchus :
5*^'^^e^^'"i*' i"Se*\n t)i\e*\f*\it buAin :

fUf putjUMC 'r^^ ^'"^ l^n-u*M|\ ;
«.vnn |\o b^Ni-Oe^vt) in $65

$eAl: u«Mte <Mnnini$te«\|i ^^^'^l'^*-^^ i
^^^ ^^ ^^ stated that

the rock was on the brink of the river. The rock (marked 14

instead of 24 on the map) which is given in the map as the

scene of this sad occurrence, was on W. side of river just
above the lower weir. Mrs. Hallett's house is on this great rock.

The tradition, 250 years old at least, as represented by the

map, makes it rash to propose a dififerent site. But I think it

worth mentioning that there is a rock known to the fishermen

on both sides of the river towards the mouth of the river, as

5*MLle, or^^MLLeAtli. It is marked by the buoy, just a little

S.W. of the corner of An t)AUA lpAX)-A,
The Long Wall

(erroneously translated into Englffeh as The Long Walk
!).

It might not be at all impossible that this is the site of the

drowning of ^^MLle^xrti in|^e-An t3tAe4\r'Ail.
At any rate the

matter is worth investigation, as some tradition concerning
this rock may still exist among the Irish speakers, though I

failed to get anything but the name from the three or four

different fishermen whom I spoke to.
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26. The great and only bridge, leading from the west into the city ;

where salmon are caught, even with spears.

27. The fortification, which defends the ships in that harbour

28. The stream, surrounding the fortifications of the bridge.

29. The place where salmon are caught with nets.

30. The river flows into the sea.

31. The sea flows into the torrent of the river.

32. The shore, where ships are unloaded, or The Quay.
33. The new promenade near the shore, or The Exchange.
34. The pier, where new structures were begun.

35. The crow's rock, or CxX|\|a^15 au PiAex^c^in.

36. The promontory of tlinn cSeAniin.

37. The sea-opening from the ocean to the roadstead, or The Bay
of Galway.

38. The open harbour and roadstead, or The Road.

25. S|\ut ITIuiLinn Se^muf Caoi6, the mill-race of Se^muf
Caoi6 (Blind or One-Eyed James's) Mill. The mill-race is

still there on the town side of West Bridge, but the boys
don't swim there now.

26. The Great or West Bridge : built anno 1442 by Edmond
Lynch Fitz-Thomas (I.e. 30).

" On the bridge, over the river

from the town to the west, salmons are taken up by casting
trident spears at them, with long ropes to draw up the spears

again
"

(I.C. 29).
" But the practise has of late years been

discontinued
"
(Hardiman's note I.C. 30).

28. This stream seems to be the mill-race, which enters the main

river, a few yards below the bridge on the W side.

32. The name ' Kea '

remains, but the boats are now unloaded

further dowm the river.

33. I cannot make out 33 on the map, but it seems to be on site

of present fish-market.

34. Now known as An t)All^ p^-o^. The Long Wall, wrongly
called in English The Long Walk.

35. Cx\|A[A^i5 An P|\e^\cx\in : this name is not remembered, nor

does any rock appear on the site marked. Most probably the

Long Wall has been extended so as to hide the rock.

36. ninn cSe.vnAin : name still well-known, it is applied to the

point of land just west of the point of Nimmo's pier, between

the pier and the place w^here the narrow^ entrance of sea is

being filled up,
37. Bay of Galway : in Irish Cuau ua ^A\lUme, anciently to6

tuj^SAn (I.e. 43) so called probably because it somewhat

resembles a lu|\5A or shin in shape.
38. The Roads : still so called.
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39. The bay, by which you go to the port of Ardfry.

40. Part of the Cromwellian ships pursuing the RoyaHsts to the

port of Ardfry.

41. Part of the promontory of Tlinn TTIa|ia.

42. The island of the sheep, or Mutton Island.

39. Arderi : now Ardfry in English. I have not met the Irish

form in any good authority, but it is pronounced like Ard-ree,
and this seems to have been the pronunciation also when the

map was drawn up. The English form would seem to point

toXf\"0 |r|\AOi$,the Heather Hill, and if we aspirate the p we
could explain the Irish pronunciation Ajat) f|\<\oi$. This

derivation, however, depends upon the letter p being nwlical.

If we take the Irish pronunciation as proving that the t: is

adventitious and did not originally belong to the word, I

would suggest as perhaps possible the identification of Arderi,

Ardfry, wUh A|\x) Uui-6e, which is mentioned as a pope 1li$

CAifil in te<At)<\|\ HaX 5Ce-A|\c, pp. 87, 91. O'Donovan does

not identify ApX) Rui-Oe, though he concludes that it is

evidently in Co. Clare. Many of the names in this section

have not been identified by O'Donovan. The last place iden-

tified by him before S]\X) Uui-6e is Aen*\ch nit3eA|\|i«Mn,

which, he thinks, may be perhaps Barrane, 4 miles E. of

Kilrush, Co. Clare, and the next place which he identifies

after S\^'0 Tluit)e is n«.\ ceo|\».\ An\ne n*\ niuip mS\\, i.e., the

three Isles of Aran. I suggest this identification witii all

diffidence : the only thing really in its favour is the Irish

pronunciation of
'

Arderi,' whereas against it we have the fact

that ' Arderi
' was never subject to the King of Munster, as

far as I am aware, though, I must confess, I am not thoroughly
enough acquainted with this portion of the country, nor have
I the leisure or opportunity at present, to speak with any con-

fidence. Others may throw light upon this point.
41. Part of the Promontory of Ruin Mari : Hardiman translates

* The Promontory of Ruinmore
'

(H.G. 29), meaning I suppose
Uinn XX\6\\.

But unless there is another Tlinn niC)|\ besides

the one near toC -An cS*\ile, I do not see how Tlmn tT\6\\

can lie S.W. of Uof XYi6\\. To judge from the spelling Ruin

Mari, one would expect an Irish form like Tlinn TT1»\|\*\,
but I

do not know if there is any place of that name
;
the nearest

name I can think of is Ce«.\nn th4\|U\, as Kinvara is now

generally written, though perhaps not quite correctly. Some
of the places on border of map seem crowded into the map in

violation of the scale on which it is drawn up.
42. Mutine Island : now called in Irish Oile^n C*^op4^ci, but

formerly Tnif Cao|\aC as on map of lar-Chonnacht prefixed
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43. The cave hill, or Cnoc An U-All^m.

44. Part of the strand of cranes, or Uf^ij tiA gcoffx.

45. Part of the road which leads to Blake's hill.

to Hardiman's Edition of O'Flaherty's work : cf. Eniskyreach,
in Charta Bliz. Eeg. ann. 20 (H.G. App. p. vii.).

43. The hill of the cave or hole : Gnucc a T'dollain. The spelling
of the Irish name and the meaning of it as given on the map
seem to point to Cnoc An UollAin as the original form (from
coUAm, a derivative of coll, a hole or cavity). But this

does not explain the presence of the letter d in T'dollain on
the map. Td according to spelling of Irish names adopted
on the map should represent the eclipsis T)C, as if we should

read Cnoc n^ -oCollAn, the hill of the holes. The present

pronunciation is Cnoc An 'OAllAni (or 'OollAin) and it is

understood to mean ' the hill of the blind man.' It is some-
times used as equivalent to the Fair Hill at the end of the

Cladach opposite Mutton Island ;
but it is strictly applied

only to a very small mound not more than 6 or 7 feet high,
and about 20 in diameter, which lies a few yards E. of the

bend of the coast road at Fairhill. A little path leads to it,

and small as the mound is, it has been made smaller still by
the removal of earth from it on the side furthest from the sea.

A patent for a fair on the 24th of August and the two days
following to be held at Fair-hill, or at the Abbey of S. Dominic
near Galway was obtained 19th June 1613, by Nicholas Darcy,
(H.G. 224 n.).

44. Crane's Strand : UtVAig nA 5CO|\|\ ; seems to be Whitestrand,
which extended farther in before the building of Grattan
Road. I have not heard the Irish name, and do not know if

it is understood.

45. Eoad to Blake's Hill : Blake's Hill, still called in Irish Cnoc
An "DlACAig, is the well-known hill on sea-coast at Knockna-
carra. The Irish name is still the same as ever, but its

English name seems to change with every whim of fashion,

having been variously termed Blake's Hill, the White Cliff of

Bearna, Gentian Hill, Golf Hill. What is to be its next,

English name, I cannot guess. "Here is Blake's Hill over
the sea, whither the young men of Galway were wont to come
a horseback the third-day of their May-game, and then dine
between this hill and the Castle of Bearna

"
(O'Flaherty I.C.

60). On the map the reference numbers 45 and 49 seem to

have been misplaced as the road to Cnoc An "DlACAig, should
lie to the south of the road to Eahun Castle, in other words
the Eahun road should lie between the road to Blake's Hill

and the road to Newcastle.
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46. The western suburbs, or p^MtCe t)eA5.
47. Part of the road, by which you go to Saint James' Cliapel,

Newcastle, and the strong castle of An "O^Mnse^xn.
48. The foundations of the western fort, where it was formerly

begun.
49. Part of the road which leads to the castle of Rahun.

46. p^itcie t>ess includes all the western suburbs on the map
from the roads to Blake's Hil) and Rahun, across the road to

Newcastle, over the canal to the river. William's Street

West is called S\^Mx) ns p^itCe tDige on the street sign at

Geraghty's shop. But on Logan's map 1818, Faheybeg is

confined to the space lying to the east of Henry Str. West,
from a little beyond the end of Dominick Street to Parkavera

{vid. S2ipra. n. 14, Cnoc n^ ^ce\te^\\\n), and extending E. to

the river.

47. St. James' Chapel: "In the same parish {i.e. Rahun) is a

chappell of St. James at Newcastle, by Galway river near the

town, which was wont to be visited on St. James's eve and

day [25th July] , yearly, by the people of Galway, for devotion
"

(O'Flaherty I.C. 56). The chapel of St. James at Newcastle,
so much resorted to for devotion in former days, is now con-

verted into a stall for feeding cattle (Hardiman's note on I.C.

66). This chapel is marked on the N. side of the road, which
runs E. from Henry Str. West at what was formerly the

Hon. Mr. French's House. It lay some 4 or 5 perches from

the corner, on Logan's map, 1818.

The parish church of Rahun was also dedicated to St. James
the Great (25th July) ; a small portion of the walls may still

be traced in the cemetery of Rahoon, alx)ut a mile west

from Galway (I.C. 56 and note).

Newcastle : C^iflein Y\ua ;
so called still to distinguish it from

An Sej^n-CAifle-An or C*MrLe^\n dY-oile-<^in.

Dangan Castle: An '0<Mn5e4^n; still known under the same
names in Irish and English. In 1585 The Dengine belonged to

Andrew Linch (I.C. 310).
49. Rahun Castle: I think we should read 45 instead of 49 and

vice versa on the map. The spelling of this name seems to

have occasioned unneccessary difficulty to the Latin and

English scribes of long ago, as we find the following forms :

Rawyn (A.D. 1488, I.C. 218), Rathuna (A.D. 1488, H.G. 236

n, I.C. 219), Rathune (A.D. 1488, H.G. 236 n
;
A.D. 1586, I.C.

252), RaflFun (A.D. 1497, I.C. 175), Rahuyn (A.D. 1546, I.C.

231). Rathana (A.D. 1615, I.C. 179), Rahun (A.D. 1684, I.C.

55). Rahoon is the general form in English now. The Irish

form is nst Oin, probably so called from Un, a chief who

accompanied the Milesians from Spain, {vid. I.C. 56, note).
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Sir Richard Bingham's
Government of Connaught.

By H. T. KNOX.

In 1584 the Queen's government had resolved to supersede
the Irish chiefries and customs in Connaught and to substitute

her own law and to establish her own courts to enforce it. From
a condition where a few great families dealt with those beneath

them as they pleased, subject to no restraint of law, but in

accordance in a general way wdth customs, change was to be

made to a system of contract between them and their subjects

who might h^ve recourse at any time to the Queen's courts for

redress against them. The change was to be carried out with

the consent of the lords and gentlemen, which was secured by
means of the Indentures of Composition, which were arranged

during the first year of office of Sir John Perrott as Lord Deputy
and of Sir Richard Bingham as Chief Commissioner and Governor

of Connaught, and were brought to completion in the autumn
of 1585.

As the lords and chiefs had uncertain rights of exaction over

their subjects so the Queen also had an uncertain and unlimited

right of cessing her officers and soldiers upon the country. She

now gave up this right in consideration of their paying 10/- yearly

upon each quarter of inhabited land, excepting certain extents

allowed free to some of the principal gentlemen, and of their

abandoning their chiefries at the death of the existing holders,

and adopting the course of succession by English law, and of

their entering into similar engagements with their tenants and

subjects for fixed rents and dues. They were also to provide
certain forces for service in and out of the Province. The bargain
was a good one forihem, but the change, when it came, involved

a loss of position and supremacy to which some were unwilling to

reconcile themselves. In all the demands made by rebels we
find no proposal to abrogate the composition, to restore to the

Queen her unlimited rights and to resume their own. Their

desires always were to retain for themselves the benefits which

she surrendered, and to retain what they had agreed to give up
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as regards those below them, to restore their old customs, but not

to restore hers.

To superintend and enforce this change was a very difficult

duty, which Sir Eichard carried out with discretion, justice, and

courage, which won the confidence of the people of Connaught in

general. English enemies sought in vain to wreck his reputation

in his lifetime. Ill-informed historians have done so in later days

to such a degree that he is held up as a monster of cruelty, whose

ferocity and oppression goaded the peaceable loyal inhabitants of

Connaught into rebellion in spite of the efforts of humane Lord

Deputies to restrain his savage nature.

Unfortunately for his reputation, local history of Connaught
has not been written by anyone who had knowledge of and access

to the mass of contemporary correspondence which hes in the

Public Record Office of London and the British Museum, and

shows what he did and how his actions were regarded at the

time. Within the last few years the Calendars have disclosed

their existence and made them easily accessible. For want of

these Calendars some earher authorities, who are not in all things

accurate, and were not contemporaries or present at events, have

given the tone down to the present day.

They may be judged by Dr. Joyce's references to Sir Richard's

government of Connaught in his Short History of Ireland, which

occur only on pp. 462, 463, 464, 469, 484. Of the few facts which

are stated definitely among those cited to illustrate Sir Richard's

ferocity the following are inaccurately stated :
—

i.—p. 463. " Then Bingham razed the Castle and hanged
Richard Burke, one of the defenders who had fallen into his

hands."

This Richard Burke was not one of the defenders. None of the

defenders fell into his hands for months afterwards. {Annals of

Loch Ce and State Papers, Ireland, Q. Eliz.,Yol. CXXVI. No. 53).

ii.—"After this he sent 7 or 8 companies of soldiers through
West Connaught in search of other insurgents ;

and not

succeeding in catching those they wanted, they plundered
and ruined the whole country, and slaughtered all they met,

young and old, not sparing even those under government

protection."

Captain Mordant was sent across the lake by water after the 70

or 80 men concerned in this affair. When the gentlemen of the
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country had arranged with Sir Richard that he should withdraw

his forces and that they should reduce or banish the rebels, the

Lord Deputy forbad further action. There were no other insur-

gents then. This sentence really relates to action taken in July

during "another uprising of the Burkes (1586)." It seems to

have originated in the account given by the Four Masters, who

erroneously mention the O'Flaherties as having been plundered,
and they were probably misled by the death of Owen O'Flaherty.
Sir Murrough and the other O'Flaherties were on this occasion

actively helping Sir R. against the rebel Bourkes and Joys and

Clangibbons. (CXXV. No. 47, CXLV. 46, CLXX. 62). The
force sent against the Clangibbons followed them and their cattle

into the barony of Ballynahinch to an island, probably Omey
Island, in which Owen O'Flaherty was. The officer in command
discovered, on coming into the island, which was filled with cattle,

that some MacGibbons and their cattle and some cattle of the

Joys had been received by Owen, and therefore arrested him.

He was killed in the night after the next day during an attack on

the camp, while trying to escape with others. (Brit. Museum.
Cottonian MSS. Titus. B. XIII. p. 458). There is no evidence

of indiscriminate slaughter, but a number of persons taken in

connection with the cattle and the rebels were hanged. No one

who was under government protection was slain. The Four

Masters say only that some of those slain thought themselves to

be under protection. Protections which had been issued did not

not cover subsequent acts. lar Connaught was not plundered
because Sir Murrough was helping the Queen.

iii.—p. 464. " After this victory the usual executions fol-

lowed. Edmund Burke, whose two sons were implicated,

was hanged merely l)ecause he was their father, though he

was so old and decrepit that he had to be carried to the

gallows on a bier."

I cannot find evidence of any execution in connection with this

rebellion after the 23rd Sept,, when men were killed in battle,

nor of any after the submission at the end of August. I^dmund
was hanged between the 30th July and the 16th August, because

he was a party to the rebellion, which he fomented in order that

he might be made MacWilliam, and because he arranged to bring

in Scots. There is no evidence of decrepitude beyond a state-

ment by the Four Masters who wrote 40 years after the event.

The Bourkes' Book of Complaints of 12th June, 1589, says
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"Edmund Burke of Gastlebar, the chiefest of all the Burkes,

on his return from the Lord Deputy was sent for by the Chief

Commissioner and hanged at Togher, in the County of Mayo,
without any trial of the country. He was an old man of more

than 80 years and impotent by reason of the loss of his leg two

years before." He must have travelled out of Connaught in order

to see the Lord Deputy.
Peace was made with all the rebels in Mayo by the 26th

August, The Scots were defeated on the 23rd Sept (CXXV.
47. 57. i. 64., Cottonian MSS. Titus. B. XIII. p. 458., CXXVI.
34. ii., CLXVIII. 15).

iv.—p. 479. The capture of Enniskillen Castle and the

drowning at the bridge.

The castle was taken by Captain Dowdall. Sir Richard Bingham
was not present. This is dealt with below.

V.—p. 488. "He was recalled in January 1597 and the

Queen was so indignant that when he appeared in London to

justify himself she caused him to be cast into prison."

He was not recalled. He left Dublin without leave in fear of an

attempt to murder him, and went to London to plead for a safe

and fair trial, which was granted to him. Imprisonment seems

to have been due to displeasure at what seemed to be a flight

from trial. This is dealt with below.

Dr. Joyce's History is not quoted for blame. It is impossible
for the writer of a general history to go to original documents for

everything. It is quoted as a fair summary of what has been

written before and because it is the latest history of authority.
I purpose now to go through the main incidents of Sir E.'s gov-
ernment which bear on the character of his government, and the

causes of the rebellions, and the charges which were made against

him, and give my opinion thereon, stating the facts as I find them
in the records, from which others can equally draw their own
conclusions.

Much error is due to attributing to 16th century Connaught-
men our own 19th century feelings. An opposite instance is

seen in Dr. Joyce's account of Sir Richard's doings given on pp.

463, 464. Of all that are set out on those two pages only the

executions of Richard and Edmund Bourke were ever mentioned

by the Bourkes themselves, or by those who wrote in their names,
as grievances, and these executions had been previously solemnly

acknowledged to have been just.
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Take the case of executions at Sessions. That 70 persons
were executed at a Sessions at Galway in 1586, supposing the

number to be accurately stated by the Four Masters, was no

strange thing in those days when a Sessions was held sometimes
in one place for the whole Province. Death was the sentence for

many crimes then. Sir John Perrott took credit to himself for

having sent out Justices to hold Sessions in Connaught for the

first time who did much good by hanging malefactors. These
and other great executions in ordinary course of law were never

made a grievance or complaint.
The case of Mahon O'Brien and Cloonoan Castle is another

illustration of the difference of feeling. He " had shown symp-
toms of disloyalty." As the symptoms consisted in manning the

Castle against the Queen, there is no doubt that be was a rebel in

arms. According to the custom of war of those days those who
shut themselves up in a fortress and refused to surrender when
summoned to do so forfeited their own lives and the lives of all

within the place. When this garrison surrendered after holding
out for seven days the executions followed as a matter of course.

This well-known rule of war was never made a grievance. It was

a fair and just rule. In the conditions of those days a few men
could hold out against many, and could inflict great loss on the

attackers while suffering trivial loss themselves. There would

have been no fairness if the defenders could save their own lives

by a surrender as soon as the imminent success of the attack

threatened danger to themselves. The rule was on the whole

humane as it saved much loss of life by preventing futile defence.

The hanging of hostages was not considered to be cruelty or

a grievance. It was a matter of course. The Bourkes acknow-

ledged the hangings to be just. The complaints of these matters

appear in complaints made up for them. If we charge Sir R.

with cruelty in this matter, what words can we find to express
the horror of those who knowingly condemned their hostages to

death by deliberate and considered action? Such things were

then taken very easily. G. Comerford mentions a report that

Sir M. O'Flaherty has been promised £500 for joining the Bourkes'

rebellion of 1589 and has resolved to leave his son to be executed.

(CXLIII. 12. iv. & 40), Whether true or not the report shows

the opinions current then among the Connaughtmcn.
The execution of Spaniards shows Sir R. in a good light.

The Government issued an order that all Spaniards be put to

death, and made proclamation that those who received and kept
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Spaniards would be guilty of treason. As the Spaniards were

making war on the Queen there can be no doubt that keeping

them was treason. It was a point on which the Government

felt strongly because some Irish chiefs were inclined to keep them

as soldiers, who must fight as they would surely be put to death

if caught. Many were slaughtered on the spot by the country

people in Counaught and most of the rest were surrendered. Sir

R. ventured to reserve some 50 for the Lord Deputy's orders.

He was ordered to execute all but one. Afterwards, when the

first heat was over, he picked up a few more and left them in

charge of men who gave security for their appearance. In

January 1592, on condition of sparing their lives, he induced six

Spaniards to leave the Bourkes and go to their own country,

whom he sent to Dublin, asking that his promises to them be

kept. In April he complained that they were kept in prison in

Dublin contrary to the promise. (CXXXIX. 2., CLXIII. 3.,

CLXIV. 9). His dealings with the Spaniards show that he was

more merciful than his superiors.

A tradition of kind and considerate action towards the Friars

of Kilconnell existed there early in the 17th century. [Journal

Galway Arch, d Hist. Soc. II. p. 9.—Meehan, The Franciscan

Monasteries, p. ^6.)

His dealings with rebels show no inclination to use extreme

action, except against those who secretly conspired to bring in

foreign help, that he was determined to put rebellion down by
instant action against such as took up arms, and ready to give

them peace upon fair terms when they asked for it. He would

not sue for peace. His terms were always fair, they were accepted

quickly and there was no haggling except over hostages. The terms

seem to have been fulfilled except as to 400 cows due under the

peace in 1592 which were not paid at once.

We are somewhat inclined to look upon rebels generally as brave

men who take up arms to attack a government in order to relieve

their fellow countrymen from oppression, and to respect them as

men who risk their own lives in a noble cause, even if they were

misguided. Such feelings are wasted upon these Connaught rebels.

They did not risk their lives by attacking the Queen's forces, of

whom they stood in awe because they had been invariably beaten

by them in the field. They never attacked unless they could

bring great forces against a small party by surprise. They took

up arms against their own neighbours, relations, and countrymen,
robbing those who did not join them of cattle and goods and
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burning their houses. The course of robbery and destruction went
on with great satisfaction to them until the soldiers came near,

when they did their l)e8t to avoid fighting. Such as were killed

lost their lives in petty unrecorded skirmishes with the bands

who hunted them down, or were executed by martial law when
taken in arms. If we regard only the operations of the rebels,

not warping judgment by the respectable words rebellion and

war, we shall describe Sir Richard's operations against them as

measures taken to suppress outbreaks of brigandage and robbery.
Their ends were no more unselfish than the brigandage and rob-

bery by which they sought to gain them. These appear in their

demands for the restoration of the chieftainships and former cus-

toms, and for the withdrawal of the Queen's officers from their

territories. That restoration meant the abolition of the law and

the subjection of the lives and property of all the people of their

country to the will of the members of a few great families. They
sought relief for themselves from the restraint of law and justice.

Sir R.'s operations were marked by a desire to avoid injuring
the country. He was ready to do what was necessary to reduce

the rebels to obedience, but took the mildest measures first in

seeking the robber bands and capturing their cattle, only once

going to the extremity of burning corn and houses, when he fol-

lowed the example of the rebels who burned their own towns and

corn before him. (CLI. 4. i. 83). That was a means of securing
the submission of those who would neither fight for their own nor

submit, which they understood and which they practised. On a

consideration of Sir Richard's actions in suppressing rebellions, I

suppose that he did not inflict upon the country one twentieth,

probably not one hundredth, part of the damage which was inflicted

upon it by the Bourkes and their allies, and by O'Rourk and

O'Conors and MacDermots.

The records show that Sir Richard avoided bloodshed.

Executions by martial law were matter of complaint against him,

whereby we are able to ascertain the grounds of execution in a

considerable number of cases, which may be put in two classes.

First, those in which the offender was arrested not being under

arms at the time. Second, those in which the offender was a

rebel taken in arms. To the first belong the cases ol Tibbot and

Moyler, sons of Walter Fada Bourke, of Richard Og Bourke, of

Edmund Bourke, of Justin MacDonnell. It was part of the case

against Justin MacDonnell that he conspired and arranged to

bring in a large party of Spaniards who were on the shore of
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Erris. All the rest were charged with bringing in Scots as part

of their treason. Edmund was tried under the Common Law ;

his offence was inciting his sons to rebellion in order that he

might be made MacWilliam, but it was part of the scheme of that

^g^sUion to hire the Scots.

The Law of Treason was very sparingly enforced against

those who were not in action. According to the customs of all

countries in the world rebels taken in action were liable to execu-

tion by martial law.

Eegarding other persons named in the Bourkes' Book of Com-

plaints (CXLVIII. 15) as executed without trial by law, I cannot

ascertain particulars except that Uhck MacAnthony was convicted

in the first Sessions held at Donamona after trial under the common

law, and that Oliverus and his uncle Thomas were hanged in

1586, and that William or Ulick son of Tibbot Reagh was hanged

by martial law in 1586 for murder and for bringing in Scots.

(CXLVI. 43, and Annals of Loch Ce). The way they are men-

tioned together makes it probable that they were taken by the

companies in pursuit and were hanged when caught, Sir Richard

said of the rest that as far as he knew none were executed by
martial but by Common Law, or were slain in rebellion, and

desired that warrants be produced.
A few persons were executed in Roscommon and Sligo, but

we have not the particulars.

That Sir R. was not vindictive appears from his treatment of

the Blind Abbot after the loss of his leg ;
he wrote of him " No

man doubts but he will never claim the MacWilliamship any
more." So Sir R, left him in peace. The loss of hfe among the

Bourkes and their allies was small in comparison with their

actions and the habits of the times.

Sir Richard's moderation is conspicuous in another matter.

During these disturbances it would have been easy to forfeit much
of the Bourke lands and great tracts in Roscommon, The forfeit-

ures in Mayo were very few, Edmund of Castlebar, Theobald of

Turlogh, and MacTibbot owned the only considerable forfeited

estates. It does not appear when Theobald suffered forfeiture,

but it is likely that he was condemned like MacTibbot for offences

committed during a period of general peace as his attainder was
never brought up as a charge against Sir Richard, He is noted

among those who went into rebellion after J, Browne's death,

The other forfeited estates were few and small.

It will be observed that none of the Mayo risings were
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important until the Lord Deputies Perrott and Fitzwilliani inter-

vened and restrained Sir Richard from action against tlie first

small gangs of Sliocht Ulick Bourke, and themselves sued for

peace, which was not granted to them, or was granted only in

form in 1589. Sir Richard suppressed tlie petty outhreaks when
he was left alone. O'Rourk's raids were quickly repelled and

crushed. O'Donnell's first invasion in March 1695 was repelled,

Casti.kiia(. in Lot'i;ii Mask.

but when he came in April in greater force Sir Richard could do

no more than turn him from Roscommon into Longford, and

reported that he could not resist the Ulster invasion with only the

risings out of the country, he must have some English soldiers,

I will now deal in order of time with the various risings, the

parts played by the Lord Deputies, the trials of Sir R. liingham,
and the principal events of his government.
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The Castlehag rising originated partly in discontent with the

changes made by the composition and introdi3ction of law and the

Queen's Officers, and partly in the desire to support the claim of

Edmund Bourke of Castlebar to be MacWilliam, he having been

Tanist to Sir Richard Bourke, His sons were leaders and were

joined by principal men of the Sliocht Ulick of Carra and Umhall,

except the Blind Abbot and Richard an larainn's sons, and by a

few MacDonnells and by a few Tirawley Bourkes, Richard Og,

or Roe, the head of the Bourkes of Cloonagashel, did not openly

join them but tried to gain adherents and to hire Scots.

When Sir Richard summoned the defenders of Castlehag to

return to obedience they refused, This was by the middle of

March. After their flight it was arranged that the gentlemen of

the country should kill or banish the rebels and that Sir Richard

should withdraw his forces. At this point Sir John Perrott inter-

vened by sending down protection for three months on condition

that pledges were given. This was in April. Soon after this the

Lord Deputy decided that the title of MacWilliam should be

abolished, and divided the profits in a way which did not give

satisfaction.

Early in July the Bourkes went into rebellion again but were

how joined by the rest of the Bourkes of Carra, by Justin Mac-

Donnell, by Clan Philpin, Clangibbon and the Joys. They sent

men to Ulster to engage the Scots, The Lord Deputy forbad

Sir Richard to move against them at first, and they therefore

soon increased from 400 to 700 or 800 men.
When allowed to act he assembled his forces at Ballinrobe

on the 14th July, being accompanied by Commissioners for making
peace, The rebels asked for a parley. Sir R. sent Commissioners

who delivered to the Bourkes' representatives, who were men of

no account, the Lord Deputy's terms, and received those of the

Bourkes, which were :
—1. To have a MacWilliam, 2, To have

no officer within their six baronies but such as they liked. 3. Not
to be required to attend Sessions or the like. These were rejected

by the Commissioners, With the advice of the Council the host-

ages were then executed. The rebels made no attempt to fight

in a body and broke up into small parties. Sir R, sent his men
out in several small bands who took a few prisoners, executed

some, and slew 80 to 100 in all. By the 30th July they were said

to be willing to submit, and he was ready to show mercy if they
asked for it, but would burn their corn when it was ripe if they
did not submit, (CXXV, 47),
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At Donamona Edmund Bourke was tried in ordinary course

of law for his part in the rebeUion, and was convicted by a jury
on which were some of his own kinsmen. The juries of those

days were composed of the gentlemen of the county. By the

16th August he had submission and satisfactory pledges from all

except Edmund's sons, who offered to submit after their father's

execution on condition of getting their lands back. This was
matter for the Lord Deputy's discretion. By the 26th they had

arranged for sufficient pledges, Sir Kichard insisted on good

pledges at this time as he suspected the submissions to be a pre-
tence to gain time to reap their corn. The destruction of the

Scots soon ended all their hopes. (CXXV, 57. i. 61).

He left Donamona on the 26th in order to deal with the Scots

who had crossed the Erne, After long watching them among the

mountains and woods he came on them at Ardnarea, when they

thought he was far away. With his few horsemen he came in

sight of them at noon of the 23rd September, They formed for

battle and attacked him, but he kept them in play and drew them
on until his footmen came up. Then he charged and broke their

array. They fled to the river and were all killed or drowned

except about 80, The annihilation of the whole body, men,

women, and children, seems to have been due to attempting to

ford the strong stream of the Moy which swept them away in

crow^ds. Those who escaped, and their horsemen, who had gone
into Tirawley, were killed by the gentlemen of the country,

(CXXVI, 34, ii),

I must here give an instance of the way in which a false

colour has been given to Sir Eichard's actions even by such an

honest writer as Dr, O'Donovan owing to the character which has

been given to Sir K. by previous writers. In his note to the

account of this affair given by the Four Masters he writes—"
It is

curious to remark how treacherous all his attacks have been."

There was not a shade of treachery here. It was only a surprise,

and the Scots had time to form up their forces.

Sir Richard paid all the costs of this rebellion out of the

cattle seized and the fines imposed.
The first set of charges was made against Sir Richard, in

connection with the early events of this year, seeking to prove
him to have caused these risings by his harsh and cruel conduct.

On the 26th May, 1586, Wallop wrote to Walsingham that F.

Barkley the Provost Marshall of Connaught and Theobald Dillon,

countenanced by Sir John Perrott, had been making false charges
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against Sir Richard (CXXIV. 53). Barkley had confessed and
Dillon was under examination.

Early in August Sir John was pressing for an immediate

peace. On the 16th August Sir Richard hegged him not to hurry
and accept inadequate conditions as he had practically secured

peace.

Sir John had been very urgent to go to Connaught to deal

with the rebellion himself, but the Council strongly opposed this

course, urging that Sir Richard wanted only some small forces,

that the Lord Deputy's gi*eat force could not hunt rebels and must
retire for want of food, and that it would be a great and unneces-

sary expense. Deferring to his insistence they consented to his

going as far as Athlone. At Mullingar he heard of the defeat of

the Scots.

Various views were taken of his wish. On the 23rd August

Wallop wrote that the Council could not prevent Sir John from

going to Connaught, that he was jealous of Bingham's success,

and avaricious of cows
; that Dillon and Barkley were suspected

of encouraging the Bourkes to hold out until Sir John came. Sir

John went to Galway to give persons aggrieved by Sir Richard's

government an opportunity of making their complaints or of

coming to support the charges made by Dillon and Barkley. No
one came forward and no evidence or complaint could be got. He
left Connaught on the 17th October.

Sir Richard wrote to Wallop on the 18th from Roscommon
that the Lord Deputy not only did no good

" but hath so charged
the country with his horsemen and footmen as the like was not

used here for the time, these many years ; they have so exacted in

taking meat, drink and money, as one man's charges here hath

been a hundred marks in five or six days, and some others hath

been charged £30, some £20, some more and some less, so as such

as had their money ready to have paid the composition rents are

now behind with it, by reason his train have consumed the same.

Also he hath taken up his beeves at nine shillings a beef, contrary
to the composition ;

and yet for all he hath thus rent and torn the

composition himself, he hath proclaimed in all places where he

was that if I took up any beeves and paid not the country accord-

ing to the composition, they should complain to him and he would

see them to have remedy.
'

(CXXVI. 57).

Though none came forward to complain of Sir Richard, the

principal rebels and gentlemen of the parts of the country con-

cerned made declarations in his favour. On the 16th of November
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the leaders of the rebels subscribed and took oath before Edward

White, the Clerk of the Council of Connaught, to a declaration

which is entitled " A true discourse of the causes of the late rebel-

lion of the Burkes." (CXXVI. 83). It declares the object to be

to set forth the truth of the causes because seditious persons have
"
slanderously reported that the unjust, hard and extreme dealings

of Sir Richard Byngham, Knight, Chief Commissioner of this

Province, towards us and others dwelling in his charge and

government, and the slaughter of Thomas Roe and the execution

of Moyler Burke, and Tibbot Reagh by martial law, hath been the

chief and principal cause which moved us to raise war and enter

into the last rebellion against Her Highness and the State."

It asserts the dislike of the abolition of Irish titles and the

customary exactions. After MacWiiliam's death Thomas Roe

conspired with Edmund's sons with a view to securing the

succession to Edmund. Thomas Roe was killed in resisting

apprehension under the governor's warrant. Thereupon his

brother Richard the Pale of Ireland conspired for restoration of

the titles of MacWilliam and MacDonnell, and persuaded his

allies to defend themselves in Castlehag until he should bring in

the Scots. At that time the Marshall and Theobald Dillon warned

them to be on their guard and not to come to any officer. There-

upon they entered Castlehag in rebellion. The second rising

was due solely to the abolition of the MacWilliamship and was

intended to secure it for Edmund Bourke. They declare that

Thomas and Richard Og
" most justly deserved death as well by

Her Majesty's laws as by the common custom of the country
before the same was established amongst us." Moyler and Tibbot

Reagh, sons of Walter Eada, wrote letters to their wives and to

Richard Og urging rebellion in order that they might the sooner

gain their liberty, and were justly executed. The three pledges

hanged at Ballinrobe were justly hanged for their parents' defaults.

The booties and preys were all lawfully taken. " And touching the

Governor himself, we protest and constantly affirm that he never

did us or any other, to our knowledge, any wrong or injustice, in

his own person, or showed us any extremity other than that we

generally misliked the taking away of our old customs, which we
were wont to take of our tenants and neighbours, but that we
have always found him ready to do us right and justice as well

against the officers of the country as against all others, against
whom we had any cause to complain, which were the only and

very causes indeed which moved us to enter into this rebellion
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and none other, and if any man hath put any part of the blame on

him, he hath done him very great wrong and slandered him most

unjustly, and as for us we can in conscience but clear him thereof,

and are ready to justify the same and all other things herein con-

tained whensoever we shall be called for that purpose. And
further we do testify that the said Sir Richard Byngham hath not

charged us or any part of the County of Mayo during the time of

his Government within the Province with any cess for horsemen,

footmen, horses and boys, nor taken any other thing of us or any
of the inhabitants of the said county without payment or allow-

ance to the same to our contentation." Finally, Edmund Mac
Richard In Yren swore that Garrett McTeig Dillon came to him

after Midsummer with a message from Theobald Dillon warning
him not to trust any officer until Theobald should come shortly

with great authority, and said that eighteen soldiers were coming
to apprehend him. Thereupon he joined the rebels.

On the next day the following declaration was made, which I

give in full, being much shorter. (CXXVI. 84).
•' To all Christian people to whom these presents shall come, We whose

names are hereunto subscribed, send Greeting in our Lord God Everlasting.
Where divers persons are of sundry opinions touching the ground and prin-

cipal cause of the last stirs and rebellion which happened within this County
of Mayo, or whereof the same proceeded, some af)irming one thing and some
another according to their several affections, and forasmuch as all honest
men are bound in conscience to declare the truth in all doubtful matters
and causes of controversy, we do protest and declare in our copscionces,
that the abolishing and taking away of the name of MacWilliam from the

competitors thereof, and the extinguishing of the other lordships and seign-

ories, from the gentlemen and chiefs of Septs and surnames of the country
by the late composition, and the restraining of them from their cuttings
and spendings and exactions hath been the only beginning of the said

rebellion, and the chief ground and principal cause which moved those

gentlemen who were authors of it to enter into the same, or attempt any-
thing against the State to disturb the public peace, contrary to their duties,

hoping the rather to be restored to their old customs, and have a MacWil-

liamship established among them, and not any other matter, what thing
soever hath been pretended to cloke the same, or reported to the contrary,

notwithstanding. And that none of the ministers or officers of the State,

gave them any occasion, or were procurers of the said stir, but did use all

good persuasions and means to qualify and prevent it, which we affirm of

our own certain knowledge besides that wc did learn the same as well of the
rel>cls themselves by their own confessions, as by the declaration and general

report of the whole country. And thereupon we have taken our corporal
oath upon the Holy Evangelists in the presence of Edward Whyte, clerk of

the Council of this Province. In witness whereof wc have hereunto sub-
scribed our names, the 17th November, 1586."

The names subscribed, 43, are those of all the principal men
of the baronies of Kilmaine, Carra, Murrisk and Umhall who were

not themselves rebels, and of a few MacMorrises of Clanmorris,

including MacMorris.

(to be continued.)
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By E. B. McC. DIX.

Qalway Song Books.

I have recently acquired a volume of the little song books that at one

time used to be offered for sale not only in Dublin but in many of our pro-

vincial towns.

These little song books generally had a woodcut on the title page and

consisted of eight pages. Sometime the whole book was one long ballad, at

other times as many as six and even nine will be found in it. They appear to

have been very popular in some places, as many appear bearing the imprint of

Limerick and Dundalk, while very few of even Cork are met with.

In the volume lately acquired by me I was very pleased to find four printed
in Galway, the only ones so far met with. The printer was " G. Connolly

"

who describes himself as Bookseller and Stationer. Instead of an ordinary
woodcut three of them have a small design intended for a rude representation
of the Arms of Galway. See Facsimile. Below that are the words " At One
Hour's Notice, Printing, In the Neatest and most Conspicuous manner by G.

Connolly, Bookseller and Stationer, Galway," or "at the Main Otuird, Gal-

way." At the top are the names of the balhvds. In the first (taking them
as they appear in the volume) are four ballads, all of a comical but coarse or

vulgar character. The title of one is "Denis O'Neill." Another is called
' The Brown Jug." Connolly also advertises that "

Cards, Shop-bills, Hand

Bills, Labels of all kinds, Bills of Lading and Parcels Posting Bills, etc.,

etc." were •' Printed on Good Paper and at most Reduced prices."

I might mention that one of these ballads has four lines in phonetic Irish.

On another of these little song books (No. 2) Connolly describes himself

as a bookseller and stationer "under the Free School, High Street." This

song book has only three ballads in it, viz. : "What call have you to me,

Ned?", " Ileen Ouge" and " The Apprentice Boy." On the front page of

this song book there is a very rude woodcut of a man sitting under a tree

with a gun in his hands.

If it were possible to ascertain at what time Connolly had his place of

business " under the Free School in High Street
" wo could fix the date of

this and also fix the date of the other two by the time he worked "at the

Main Guard."

The third of these song books does not give the street in which Connolly

lived, but it otherwise is like the first one. It contains " The Morning's
Golden Dawn; or, an Answer to the Dawning of the Day" and "Molly
Bawn."

In the fourth the ballads arc "Blue Bells of Scotland," "Nancy
Whiskey," "The Rigs of the Times" and " The Pearl of the Irish Nation."

In this book Connolly's address is given as the Main Guard, Galway.
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It may be remembered from a short note on Galway printing contributed

by me to a former number of the Journal that the earliest certain date of

Connolly's printing is
" 1803

" and the latest " 1824." The period at which,
so far as I can judge, these ballads were most popular and most frequent was
from about 1820 to 1830

;
so possibly these four song books were printed about

that date.

If there were forthcoming copies of any Galway newspapers in the early

part of the 19th Century it is possible that by advertisements or notices in

them, the exact period during which Connolly carried on his work might be

definitely arrived at.

IheBLUE BELLS of

SCO FLAND
To whit^ IS addfd,

NANCY WHISKEY,
The Rigs of the Tiiines,

The Peail of the IRISH
NATION.

At Oiic Hour's Notice.

In tlie*l^eate{! andraoft Gon{|)icuQus maa-

*f;«^ W>i^ CoNottT, Bool?iclKT- an4 Stationer,
« tk MatH-Guard, QJl^jr.

Cvr^s, fhop^B'i'h, Han(J-BiHs, Labels ofv

^i^t Jrinds, P lis of Lndin^ and Pa eel; Pdft-

•if/-E«'!«, ^c &c. ^^Jnt^d en C^od- l^apc^
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Proceedings and Notes.
A Cieneral Meeting of the Society took place in the Town Hall,

Galway, on March IDth, 1906.

The Archbishop of Tuam (President) took the chair. There wore also

present—R. J. Kelly, (Vice- President}, J. A. Glynn, A. Eraut, Very Rov. J.

Pahey, Most Rev. F. J. MacCormack, Rev. J. Hughes, S.J.,H. M. A. Murphy,
J. C. McDonnell, Martin McDonogh, J. S. Carter, Professor Stoinbcrgor,
(Librarian of Queen's College) M. J. Duffy, M. J. Ti<jhr, P. O'Gorman, T. D.
Lawson, W. F. Trench, Miss M. Redington (JLu S>r.i. and others. There
were also visitors present.

The election of the following New Members was confirmed : The Lord
Oranmore, Mrs. F. Joyce, Col. O. Martyn, R. E. Potter, Esq., M. J. Tighe,
Esq., Martin McDonagh, Esq., Thos. C. McDonagh, Esq., J. 0. McDom.olI.
Esq., Dr W. A. Sandys, Mrs D. Gaussen, Rev. W. Byrne, S.J. Five public
Libraries were also added to the list of Subscribers.

The officers of the Society were re-elected to serve for 190G viz.. Presi-

dent, Most Rev. J. Healy,i).D. ; Vice-Presidents, Honble. R. E. Dillon, Lotd
Killanin, R. J. Kelly ; Editor, W. F. Trench ; Treasurer, T. D. Lawson ;

Hon. Sec. Miss M. Redington.
Besides above, the Executive Committee was to consist of T. B. Costello,

A. Eraut, Monsignor Pahey, C. L. Falkiner, J. A. Glynn, Col. Nolan, W. S.

Waithman, P. Boland, Rev. J. Hughes.
The President (Archbishop of Tuam) delivered an eloquent Presidential

address in which he urged the Members to greater activity and enthusiasm.

A number of interesting objects were then exhibito<l. viz ; an ain i( ni

bronze sword found some years ago at Clonbrock, lent for . xliil.iii.m liv th.

Hon. R. E. Dillon, Vice-President, fine Spanish coins, some dug up near

MoycuUen and others in Galway streets, exhibited by Mr Trench, and some
curious stone objects the use of which was not ascertained, exhibited by
Capt. the Hon. J. B. Campbell and Mr. Lawson.

The Rev. J. Hughes, S.J., read some Notes by the Rev. J. McErlean, on
the old Map of Galway lately published by the Society, giving the explana-
tion of some of the place names, &c.

A vote of thanks to the Archbishop was then proposed by Mr. R. I K< llv

(Vice-President), and seconded by Mr J. A. Glynn, and passed by acclmna! i>n.

The Proceedings then terminated.

i^etn IHemberB.

Byrne, Rev. W., S.J.; St. Ignatius' College, Galway.
Gaussen, Mrs D. ; Thornhill, Smithborough, Co. Monaghan.
Joyce, Mrs Francis ; Isercleran, Craughwell.
McDonagh, Martin; Flood Street, Galway.
McDonagh, Thomas C. : Flood Street, Galway.
McDonnell, .John C. ;

Dominick Street, Galway.
Martyn, Col. Oliver; 89 St. Stephen's Green, Dublin.
Oranmore and Browne, Lord, d.l. ; Gastle Macgarrett, Clairm..m
Potter, Richard E.

; Furbough, Galway.
Sandys, W. A,, m.d. ; Palmyra Crescent, Galway.
Tighe, M. J. ; Merville, Galway.
The Librarian, City of Dublin Public Library, Capel Street.

The Librarian, City of Dublin Public Library, Thomas Street.

The Librarian, City of Dublin Public Library, Charlevillc Mall,
The Librarian, City of Dublin Public Library, Lower Kevin Street.



Tio^ert Viacdonqfcf,

5ANITARY ENGINEER,
P_ AND

GENERAL CONTRACTOR.

ESTIMATES furnished for Internal Household

Plumbing :^including Baths, W.G.'s., Wash Basins,

Domestic Hot Water Circulation and Kitchen Banges,

fitted up in every manner consistent with the most re-

cent and approved Modern Principles.

ELECTBIC BELLS (a Speciality)—
Accessories always kept in Stock.

ACETYLENE GAS INSTALATIONS '

Estimated for, and all information

relative to same, furnished on ap-

plication.

17 Dominick St., GALWAY.
Telegrams—" Macdonald, Plumber, Galway''



COALS. COALS.

Important to the Public.

Messrs. BEHAN
Beg to iaform the Public generally that they

have been appointed

Sole Agents in the West of Ireland

For the Sale of the Celebrated

WHITEHAVEN COALS
Which they will be prepared to dispose of at their

STORES in MIDDLE STREET
At the Lowest Possible Price,

These Coals are received by the Agents direct from

the Colliery, of which the Whitehaven Company are

Sole Lessees, and therefore, are in a position to dispose

of their Coals without compelling Purchasers to pay

Middleman's Profits.



CLADDAQH
RINGS.

ORIGINAL MAKERS OF

GLADDAGH BROOGHES, BANGLES, SGARF PINS, &c.,
AS SUPPLIED BY US TO

H. M. King Edward VII. H. R. H. The Princess of Wales.

Her late Majesty Queen Victoria. H. E. The Countess of Cadogan.

H. E. H. The Prince of Wales. H. E. The Countess of Dudley.

H. E. The Countess of Aberdeen.

And many other persons of the highest distinction.

HISTORY OF RING FREE.

T. DILLON & SONS,
GALWAY & ATHLONE.

Established by J. Dillon, 1750-
Registered in the Goldsmiths Hall

Dublin, 1784.

AM^rMy MERCHANT TAILOR
. ITI ^/\^ in

, AND WAREHOUSEMAN,
BGLINTON BUILDINGS, CALWAY.

SPECIALITIES—Qalway Hand-Spun Tweeds.

Qalway Hand-Spun Nap Flannels.

The Celebrated Claddagh Cloaks.

Genuine Old Cottage- made Bawneen Flannel in Cream.

Tailoring for Gentlemen. Dressmaking for Ladies.

Agent for "K" Boots and Shoes.

Agent for the SUNBEAM CYCLES.

A. MOON holds the Largest Stock of Irish-made Goods in

the Provinces, which he strongly recommends.
Telegrams—" Moon, Galway,"



FOR HIGH-CLASS

WATCHES,

JEWELLERY,
o...s:s,.. AND SILVER PLATE •»>...«

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION, AND

CONNEMARA MARBLE GOODS IN GREAT VARIETY

SEE FALLER'S STOCK
JEWELLER AND M^KER OF THE GALWflY

CLflDDflGH RING.

GALWAY & BALLINASLOE

Cladda^h Brooch. Rd. 478180.

LOUGH CORRIB.

The s.s. *'CLIODHNA"
Plies to MAAM and other Ports.

Best way into CONNEMARA.

Also available for Excursion Parties. For Days and

Hours of Sailing, Fares, (fee,

Apply to—
MARTIN J. BURKE, Secretary,

Victoria Place^ Qalway,



THE STATIONERY MANUFACTURING Go.

PRINTINGHOUSE, GALWAY.

BOOKSELLERS,
Wholesale and Retail Stationers,

ACCOUNT BOOK, ENVELOPE & PAPER BAG MAKERS.

Plates engraved for Visiting Cards & 50 Cards printed for 1/6.

Note Paper printed or stamped in relief at 1/6 per ream.

In-Memoriam Cards, Ball Programme cards, Invitation

Wedding cards, &c., turned out in the most

up-to-date manner.

PUBUO NOTICE.

Important to Housekeepers.
Subscriber desires to intimate that he is constantly supplied with every variety of

DRAWING-ROOM, DINING-ROOM and BED-ROOM FURNITURE,
All direct from the Best Manufacturers.

The Largest Stock in the West of Ireland. Special Value in Overmantels,

Carpets, Hearth Rugs, Linoleums and Stair Cloths. Rare Antique Furniture

viz. :
—Mahogany and Rosewood Sideboards and Cabinets, valuable Grandfather

Clocks, Old Sheffield Plated Ware, Oil Paintings, Cromos and Engravings, the

only house in town for old Irish-made Rings, Spanish Rosary Beads and very

old Claddagh Rings. Private Sales daily from 10 a.m to 6 p.m., at the

Central Salerooms and Auction Mart
St. Augustine Street, '^XTh'o'p'^t'^'

Out Auctions conducted promptly. Valuations made for Probate and other purposes

P. CORCORAN,
Abbeygate St. and The Mart, St. Augustine St., Galway.

AUCTIONEER
And VALUER,



GREALY'S MEDICAL HALL
G ALW AY.

Prescriptions Carefully Compounded with Pure Druj^s.

A Large Variety of Patent Medicines always in Stock.

N.B.—When communicating with Advertisers, please

mention the |ournal of the (galtaan ^rcb^ologiral

an55l|xstoncal'S»oi;iflg.

Charges fob Advkbtiseiiehts.—Page 158. Half-page 8s. Quarter-page Ss.

Applications for spaces in next issue to be addressed to Stationery Company,

Printinohouse, Galway.
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